
Figure 1 The Five Stages

STAGE 1: FIND

At the beginning of this stage, you’ll develop your specific investment

criteria for selecting a house, including price range, acceptable condition,

and location. At the heart of this stage, you’ll create and implement a

plan to uncover likely investment properties, which you’ll approve or

reject by applying your criteria. Most properties won’t make the cut, but

those which do will move forward to the Analyze stage. 

Outcome: A house with investment potential

Overview 9

1 – FIND

 A House with Investment Potential

2 – ANALYZE

  An Offer that Maximizes Profits Given the Risk

3 – BUY

  An Investment House You Own

4 – FIX

  A Renovated House, Ready to Sell

5 – SELL

  Profit in the Bank
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ty” during a rehab. Others prefer to supervise while others perform the

work. Clearly defining and understanding the time it will take to rehab a

property is critical to your success and will allow you to plan your time

accordingly. The same line of thinking applies to talent and treasure as

well. If you don’t have the talent to do something, you can find someone

who does. If you don’t have the necessary treasure, you can seek out a

partner who is willing to finance your flip. 

Figure 2 Your Real Estate Investment Platform

Any stable platform requires three supports (Figure 2). Think of time,

talent, and treasure as the three legs on which your real estate investment

platform is built. And think of the team as the opportunity to pull in addi-

tional help when you need it. 

THE SCHOOL OF HARD KNOCKS

Now that we’ve discussed what you need to do (the five-stage model)

and the resources you need to get it done (time, talent, and treasure),

there’s one last gap we want to fill: the gap between theory and practice. 
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Would you buy investment properties in Kathmandu? Unless you live

in Nepal, you probably don’t have to think too long about your answer.

And if someone pressed you for an explanation, it would be easy to come

up with some practical reasons why not: It’s too far away. It’s too diffi-

cult to travel there. And what do you know about the Nepalese real estate

market, anyway?

When successful real estate investors make decisions about where to

search for investment properties, they apply some of the same reasoning

you just did in ruling out Kathmandu. 

In this chapter you will learn how to use a set of tried and true tar-

geting criteria to determine the target neighborhoods that will give you

the best profit potential for flips. In essence, you’ll learn how to create a

personal house-buying bull’s-eye. 

Defining target neighborhoods is a two-step process. In the first step,

you’ll identify the various factors that go into evaluating a neighborhood.

We call these factors your targeting criteria. Some will be proven invest-

ment criteria; others will be more personal criteria. In the second step,

you’ll apply the criteria to choose your target neighborhoods (Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1 The Targeting Process

WHY TARGET?
Targeting neighborhoods helps you focus your resources so that you

can find the best possible investment property leads. Those efforts can be

time-consuming and costly—all the more reason to identify and target the

neighborhoods with the greatest potential for success (Figure 1-2).

26 Stage One: FIND

The Targeting Process

Define Targeting
Criteria

Identify Target
Neighborhoods
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Figure 1-2 The Five Benefits of Defining Target Neighborhoods

We can’t emphasize enough how important it is to target neighbor-

hoods and become an expert on the properties found in them. Your deci-

sion making will be clear, confident, and quick. Even the best investors

sometimes make avoidable mistakes when they invest in areas with

which they are not familiar. 

We’ve learned this lesson firsthand. We once bought a house that was

literally just a few hundred yards outside one of our hot target neighbor-

hoods where we’d done about a dozen rehabs. We were able to get the

house at such a low price that we thought we’d have no problem making

a good profit. But we didn’t do our homework—the house was across a

major highway. The rules that governed our target neighborhood simply

did not extend to this area. Selling prices were falling and nicely remod-

eled houses were non-existent. Eleven months later, the house finally sold

resulting in a profit of less than $1,000. 

Define Your Target 27

The Five Benefits of Defining Target Neighborhoods

1. Lower Cost Per
Qualified Lead

Your money is focused on maximizing high quality  
leads and minimizing the unwanted ones.

2. Less Time
Qualifying Leads

You spend less time filtering and rejecting 
unwanted leads.

3. Find Houses
Quicker

You become an expert in your target neighborhoods  
enabling quicker assessment of what houses sell for 
and what they cost to fix up.

4. Buy More Houses You will have more qualified leads which means more
house-buying opportunities.

5. Buy the Most
Profitable Houses

You can be choosey about what deals to take because 
you have more leads to choose from.
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD TARGET
NEIGHBORHOOD?

It’s worth pointing out that we’re not necessarily talking about “hot”

neighborhoods that are increasing in value rapidly. Flipping houses is pri-

marily about buying at a great price and adding value with well-chosen

improvements. If you also benefit from the appreciation of the house’s

value during the time you hold it, that’s an added bonus. Just remember

that if you rely on appreciation to make your profit, you are acting like a

speculator, not an investor. As an investor, when you look for investment

potential in different areas, you’ll consider a variety of factors. The six

most important ones we call The Six Neighborhood Targeting Criteria

(Figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3 The Six Neighborhood Targeting Criteria

1. PROXIMITY

It is important to keep in mind that during the weeks or months that

you’re working on an investment house, you’ll probably need to be there

on a regular basis. Choosing a house in a distant neighborhood will take

28 Stage One: FIND

The Six Neighborhood Targeting Criteria

1. Proximity of the neighborhood to your work and home.

2. Selling prices of the homes in the neighborhood.

3. Sales activity of the homes in the neighborhood.

4. Ages of the homes in the neighborhood.

5. Appeal and charm of the neighborhood.

6. Safety of the neighborhood.
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Figure 1-4 Buy What Will Sell

3. SALES ACTIVITY

The desirability of a particular area of town can be measured quan-

titatively by analyzing current housing sales information. Sales activity

is a great indicator of a good target neighborhood. Houses just seem to

sell faster in some sections of town, while for-sale signs linger in oth-

ers. In this section, we’ll explore the data that will help you understand

what makes these neighborhoods attractive to buyers and which can

help you determine whether a neighborhood is desirable for real estate

investing. 

To evaluate current sales activity in a neighborhood thoroughly, you

probably will need a real estate agent, who has access to your city’s

Multiple Listing Service (MLS), to run some reports for you. The MLS is

a membership database service developed by and exclusively for

licensed real estate brokers and their agents. A good real estate agent

will be an invaluable member of your team. In general, real estate agents

like working with investors because serious investors buy and sell mul-

30 Stage One: FIND

Buy What Will Sell

Avoid the high end
unless you are an

experienced investor.

Stick to houses near the
median selling price for an
area. By definition that’s
where most people buy.

High-EndMedian PriceLow-End

Never buy a house
just because it’s

cheap!
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tiple houses in shorter time frames than most home buyers. Every busi-

ness loves repeat customers.

The MLS data will provide a detailed picture of what has transpired

over the last year or so in terms of market activity in your target neigh-

borhoods. Figure 1-5 shows the nine key areas of information you can ask

a real estate agent to investigate about the houses for sale or that have

sold in a particular geographic location. When you see sales activity or a

lack of it, you will want to understand the cause behind it. These nine

areas should provide that insight. 

Figure 1-5 The Nine Key Areas of MLS Information

You want to invest in neighborhoods where a fixed-up house won’t

sit on the market for months. When you target a geographic area, you’ll

want to have a good handle on which houses are for sale and why they

haven’t sold, as well as which ones have sold and why they did. The MLS

can provide important underlying data about this sales activity, such as

the number of houses on the market and how many are pending for sale

and/or have been sold in the last year. In addition, you can see the aver-

age number of days these houses were on the market before they sold. In

Define Your Target 31

The Nine Key Areas of MLS Information

1. Square footage

2. Price per square foot

3. Property taxes

4. Year built

5. Sales prices

6. Days on market and days to sell

7. Features (bedrooms, bathrooms, living and dining areas, etc.)

8. Amenities (garages, decks, pools, basements, etc.)

9. Neighborhood schools
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an active neighborhood, houses can routinely sell within a few weeks. In

an inactive neighborhood, homes can stay on the market for months. 

One particularly interesting bit of data you can gather from the MLS is

the selling price per square foot (a 1,000-square-foot house that sold for

$100,000 had a sales price of $100 per foot). Why? Selling price per square

foot gives you a way to compare the relative value of houses of approxi-

mately equal size. For instance, when two houses of similar size are priced

very differently, you will want to understand what is causing the differ-

ence. This may indicate an investment opportunity. 

Specifically, you’re looking for neighborhoods with two clusters of

house values: a group of homes that sold for a relatively low price per

square foot and another group that sold for a higher price per square

foot. The first group represents your pool of potential investment prop-

erties; the second group indicates that there could be a market for flip-

ping houses (see Figure 1-6). 

Figure 1-6 Price per Square Foot Selling Price Range

For example, a neighborhood with a group of homes that sold at $100

per square foot and another group that sold at $200 per square foot looks

attractive. The range of $100 per square foot means that some 1,000-

square-foot houses are selling for $100,000 whereas other houses the

same size are selling for twice that price.

32 Stage One: FIND

Price per Square Foot Selling Price Range
A wide range shows that the neighborhood has investment potential

$ $$$

The homes at the low end
are your buying opportunities

The homes at the high end
show the rehab potential

$$
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times when you don’t have proper lighting or locks on the doors (or even

windows), so choose neighborhoods where you are comfortable working

after dark, especially if you are going to be an active participant in the

rehab. Besides, if you don’t want to be in the neighborhood after dark,

your potential buyers may not either.

IDENTIFYING TARGET NEIGHBORHOODS

There’s an old joke about how easy it is to sculpt a horse out of a

block of marble: First you get a block of marble, and then you chip away

everything that doesn’t look like a horse. Think of targeting neighbor-

hoods as starting with a big mass—all the available properties—and then

removing all the neighborhoods that don’t look like they would have

investment houses. 

Define Your Target 35

The Nine Neighborhood Appeal Factors

1. An established reputation

2. Clean and well-kept yards

3. A low crime rate

4. Good starter homes (smaller, relatively affordable)

5. Close to schools

6. Close to shopping

7. Close to mass transportation

8. Close to business centers

9. Close to parks and recreation

Figure 1-7 The Nine Neighborhood Appeal Factors
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Figure 1-8 Target Neighborhoods in Austin, Texas
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Figure 2-1 Generate Leads

PROSPECTING, ADVERTISING, AND
NETWORKING

Meet Joe Clarkson. Until recently Joe lived in one of your target

neighborhoods. He is a busy single executive who spends a lot of time on

the road. His plans to spend Saturdays working on his house never mate-

rialized, and the house slowly deteriorated over the years. Joe landed a

new job in another state. With just a few weeks to pack and arrive at his

new job, he quickly listed his house and left town without getting to the

repairs.

Six months later Joe is still making payments. Those minor repairs

became major repairs after a bad storm blew off some siding and

knocked several tree limbs into the yard. Joe knows he can’t get top dol-

lar with the house in its current condition, so he has pulled the listing

and placed an ad in the classifieds describing it as a “handyman spe-

cial.” If that doesn’t work, he’ll get it fixed up and back on the market

some day.

Let’s look at how prospecting, advertising, and networking can lead

you to Joe’s house, which represents a possible flip opportunity for you.

Generate Leads 41

Prospecting Networking

Generate Leads

Advertising
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vacant house. He picks up the phone to dial your number on the card.

Joe Clarkson is now a lead as a direct result of your advertising campaign.

NETWORKING

Networking is developing relationships with people who can lead you

to house-buying opportunities. If you network with different groups of

people and let them know you are an investor, they’ll connect you to

potential investment properties and/or homeowners who are ready to sell.

You’ve established a relationship with a local real estate agent. As

you’re treating him to lunch, he tells you about one of his clients: Joe

Clarkson. He mentions that Joe took a job in another city, listed his

house, but never followed up on his suggestions to make repairs. It was

listed for six months, but now it’s off the market.

The house is apparently in the right condition for investment and is

in one of your target neighborhoods. Most important, the owner sounds

motivated. The agent gives you Joe’s number, and you make contact.

This is another lead generated through your network. 

Figure 2-2 Lead Generation Comparison

Generate Leads 43

Lead Generation Comparison

Prospecting Advertising Networking

Focus An interesting
house…

An interested
seller…

People who help you
find interesting houses
or interested sellers…

Activity Searching Attracting Connecting

Cost Low High Low
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Each of the three lead generation activities has a specific focus, many

strategies, and varied costs. With prospecting, you’re personally search-

ing through neighborhoods, public records, lists, classified ads, or even

the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) for houses with investment potential.

With advertising, you’re attracting the attention of sellers through a vari-

ety of advertising approaches from direct mail postcards to billboards.

With networking, you are connecting with people who can lead you to

investment houses and motivated sellers. You can think of the three lead

generation activities as searching, attracting, and connecting (Figure 2-2).

Let’s take a closer look at how to use these strategies to build your

lead generating machine. We’ll begin with prospecting.

PROSPECTING: SEARCHING FOR
INVESTMENT HOUSES

Figure 2-3

The California gold rush reportedly was started by a man named

James Marshall in 1848. Apparently he found gold—in flakes and some

small nuggets—in the American River during the construction of John

Sutter’s sawmill. The gold rush caused one of history’s largest migrations,

and prospecting for gold became a national obsession.

Like prospecting for gold, prospecting for investment houses involves

sifting through a lot of what you don’t want to get to what you do want.

44 Stage One: FIND

Prospecting Networking

Generate Leads

Advertising
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As Norman Vincent Peale said, “Nothing of great value in this life comes

easily. The things of highest value sometimes come hard. The gold that

has the greatest value lies deepest in the earth.” Prospecting can be time-

consuming and labor-intensive but often yields great results.

Figure 2-4 shows the four most common places to prospect for poten-

tial investment properties.

Figure 2-4 Four Places to Prospect

1. YOUR TARGET NEIGHBORHOODS

One of the tried and true methods of prospecting is combing through

your target neighborhoods for vacant houses and then looking up the

owners on the tax records and contacting them to see if they’re willing to

sell. Although this may seem low-tech and monotonous, many investors

cite this as one of their top lead producing techniques. Driving also has

the side benefit of making you knowledgeable about your target neigh-

borhood as well as comfortable with some of the key research tools of the

trade. For all these reasons, driving your target neighborhoods is arguably

the best place to start when you are looking for your first flip.

The reason we specify vacant houses is that it increases the odds that

you’ll get both a motivated seller and an interesting house. “I won’t waste

my time on anything other than vacant houses, because if it’s vacant, I

know the seller is motivated,” says Andy Davies, our HomeFixers affiliate

in Houston.

Generate Leads 45

Four Places to Prospect

1. Your Target Neighborhoods

2. The Multiple Listing Service

3. Classifieds

4. Foreclosures
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you have a goal of doing an investment house a month, this method

alone can get you there. So do the math and create a plan that fits your

goals and available time.

2. THE MLS

The MLS is a massive source of investment leads. However, it is also

a source that is being searched by other investors who may be looking for

the same types of properties as you are. The MLS is a constantly chang-

ing database as houses come on and off the market and as their status

48 Stage One: FIND

Do You Need to Sell Your House?
We Pay Cash and Close Quickly!

Dear [Property Owner],

     We would like to buy your house at [Property Address].

     If you are interested in selling, please call my office at (555) 456-7890. 
We’ll send you a written offer the next day.
    I would appreciate a call one way or another so I’ll know you received 
this card.
Thank you,

[Your Name]

[Your Company Name]

Figure 2-5 Sample Postcard

FLIPPING POINT

A lot of investors who don’t have time to spend driving around pre-
fer to hire people to do the scouting for them. Investors sometimes
refer to these scouts as “bird dogs.” They tell them what to look for
and where. They usually pay a couple of dollars per address, or more
if the scout provides the owner’s contact information.
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mentioned above, look for the same kinds of clues that may indicate a

potential investment property (Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-6 Clues to Rehab Properties in Real Estate Ads

Also look in the “Houses for Rent” section because landlords may

be motivated sellers. Some are accidental landlords, possibly because

they inherited a property and may be leasing it out temporarily. Or

perhaps the owners moved out of their home, leased it out, and

haven’t gotten around to selling it yet. Some landlords find them-

selves tiring of dealing with renters or their rental property needs

extensive repairs. The scenarios are diverse, but the point is that if

there’s a property for rent in your target neighborhood, do a drive-by

and see if it fits your criteria. 

One of the most popular Web sites that uses a classified ad approach

is www.craigslist.org. With new classified ad sites cropping up, Craigslist

is not your only option, but it has been very successful and a perfect

Generate Leads 51

Clues to Rehab Properties in Real Estate Ads

■ “Handyman special”

■ “Vacant”

■ “Motivated seller”

■ “Must-sell”

■ “As-is”

■ “Needs work”

■ “Fixer-upper”

■ “Estate sale”

■ “Needs updating”

■ “Great neighborhood”

■ “Charming”
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Figure 2-7 The Three Phases of Foreclosure

This period is when the homeowner absolutely has the most motiva-

tion to sell. But to make a deal work, the investor needs to be able to buy

the house at a price that 

1. Pays off the debt 

2. Allows the investor to profit from the deal 

3. Possibly gives the seller some walking money 

If the debt on the house is greater than or too close to the value, you

may have to go directly to the lender to negotiate.

Lenders sometimes will allow the sale of a property to another party

(such as a real estate investor) for less than what is owed to avoid the

costs associated with the foreclosure process. This is called a short sale.

The investor has to negotiate directly with the lender to reach a final

price. In a short sale, most lenders will not allow the homeowner to walk

Generate Leads 53

The Three Phases of Foreclosure

Preforeclosure Real Estate
Owned

A property is listed to
be sold at a public

auction. Investors can
purchase directly from 
the seller during the 
preforeclosure period.

The property is put
up for public auction,
usually at the county

courthouse.
Investors bid on the

property.

If the property doesn’t
sell at auction, it goes

back to the lender.
Investors can purchase

the property from 
the lender.

Public Auction
321

FLIPPING POINT

Local taxing authorities distribute preforeclosure lists on a regular
basis, usually monthly. There are also numerous Web sites that offer
preforeclosure lists, but be warned that these sites often charge for
lists that are freely available and publicly posted in the newspaper,
at the courthouse, or on a civic Web site.
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away from the deal with any cash. Why? The lender already is losing

money by selling the property for less than what is owed.

Figure 2-8 lists other sources of foreclosures and auctions.

Figure 2-8 Other Sources of Foreclosures and Auctions

2. Public Auction
Once the preforeclosure grace period has elapsed, a defaulted proper-

ty is listed to be sold at an auction where the public can bid on the prop-

erty. Auctions often are held at the local county courthouse (the

“courthouse steps”). Look for auction dates and times posted in the same

locations that have preforeclosure listings.

This phase of the foreclosure process involves the highest risk with

not necessarily the greatest reward. You need to be able to pay in cash on

the spot without a formal inspection of the property. In some cases, the

homeowner may be able to repurchase the property within a certain peri-

od (right of redemption). Another risk comes from being in a live bidding

situation. You must know your top price and have the discipline to walk

away. We suggest that you just sit back and watch during your first auc-

tion experience. If you scoped out properties that you thought you could

bid on, pay close attention to how those auctions turn out. The goal is to

understand how things work before you dive in.

54 Stage One: FIND

Other Sources of Foreclosures and Auctions

■ U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

■ Veterans Administration (VA)

■ Federal Housing Authority (FHA)

■ Federal National Mortgage Insurance Association (Fannie Mae)

■ Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac)

■ Internal Revenue Service (check your local IRS office)

■ Property Tax Sales (check your local taxing authority)
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done, you only need to refine and maintain your efforts, freeing you to

focus on other areas of your house-flipping business.

With prospecting, you narrow your focus to likely candidates before

investing in communicating with them (e.g., identifying three vacant houses

in a neighborhood of one thousand and then calling or sending notes to

those owners). However, with advertising, you communicate your message

to a larger group of people to attract the attention of the few who can ben-

efit from your message (e.g., blanketing a neighborhood with a thousand

cards with the hope of finding three house-buying opportunities). 

Advertising is a two-step process. First, decide what you are going to

say. Second, deliver the message to your target audience (Figure 2-10).

Figure 2-10 Keys to a Successful Advertising Campaign

CRAFTING YOUR MESSAGE

Can you name the product or company that these popular slogans are

advertising?

56 Stage One: FIND

Keys to a Successful  Advertising Campaign

The Media

Craft an effective
message that

communicates your
value proposition

Decide how to
communicate your

message to your target
neighborhoods

The Message

Prospecting Networking

Generate Leads

Advertising

Figure 2-9
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message that

communicates your
value proposition

Decide how to
communicate your

message to your target
neighborhoods

The Message

Prospecting Networking

Generate Leads

Advertising

Figure 2-9
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Figure 2-11 Message Examples

You get the idea. These aren’t necessarily ADDY award winners, but

don’t be too quick to throw them under the bus. Successful investors use

similar, straightforward messages every day with great results. If you

want to, feel free to come up with something more fun and original. 

58 Stage One: FIND

Message Examples

■ “Avoid foreclosure. Cash for your home. Call Now.”

■ “Need to sell soon? I can help.”

■ “Sell your house now. No hassles. Fast cash.”

■ “Problem-fixer. House-fixer. I buy homes.”

■ “Get out from under your roof TODAY”

■ “Keep [neighborhood] beautiful. Sell me your home.”

■ “Buried in debt? I buy [neighborhood] houses hassle-free.”

■ “Looking for [neighborhood] homes to buy today.”

FLIPPING POINT

Your message is directed to a wide audience. Unless you craft that
message carefully, you’re likely to get a lot of calls from sellers who
won’t have a good reason to sell their houses at a low enough price
for you to buy them, fix them up, and sell them for a profit.
HomeVestors, a national franchise company for investors, solved
this problem with its “We Buy Ugly Houses” billboards. The beauty
of this message is that it both explains what they do (buy houses)
and qualifies the kinds of customers they can help (those with
“ugly” or problem houses). You need to do the same thing with your
advertising—be specific about what you are looking for.
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GET THE WORD OUT

Once you’ve crafted a great message, it’s time to get the word out to your

target neighborhoods. Advertising mediums range from a business card sta-

pled to a bulletin board to sixty-second fully produced television spots. The

point is that you don’t have to spend a fortune to have an effective campaign,

though you certainly can do that. You’re trying to attract a select group of

people in a select group of neighborhoods, so choose your advertising medi-

ums accordingly. Let’s explore the six most popular ones (Figure 2-12). 

Figure 2-12 The Six Most Popular Advertising Mediums

Whatever medium you choose, remember that this is your opportunity

to create an image for you and your business. Although, you may still be

looking for your first property, a “branded” look is worth pursing because it

puts you in position to build a positive, consistent, professional image that

people will respect and remember. The continual use of a color scheme and

style will help create the familiarity and confidence that a brand inspires.

1. Direct Mail
If you use only one advertising method, make it direct mail. Direct mail

is a tried and true technique that consists of sending letters, postcards, or fly-

ers to all the houses in your target neighborhoods. The type of mailing
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The Six Most Popular Advertising Mediums

1. Direct Mail

2. Business Cards

3. Signs

4. Print Advertising

5. The Internet

6. Radio and Television
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sure your signs don’t get you into trouble. You have a variety of options

for how to get your message out through signs. Figure 2-13 illustrates the

main four.

Figure 2-13 Four Types of Advertising Signs

Most towns have local sign shops where you can get professionally

made signs. As with business cards, we recommend spending a few extra

dollars to create a professional, quality look. 

4. Print Advertising
Real estate investors have a wealth of options to promote their busi-

nesses in print advertisements. Some investors run ads in the real estate,

business, or classified section of the newspaper. Other print vehicles for

investor ads include free local publications such as PennySavers and var-

ious free real estate publications that usually are stocked in convenience

stores, gas stations, and grocery stores.

Many neighborhood homeowners associations (HOAs) publish a

monthly newsletter, and sometimes they run a classified section that

includes FSBO properties. You can benefit both ways by getting on the

mailing list for your target neighborhood’s HOA. 

If you don’t have access to a freelance graphic designer, many publi-

cations will design your advertisement for a fee. 
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Four Types of Advertising Signs
1. Yard Signs Signs posted in the yards of your current flip projects

2.  “Bandit” Signs Signs posted in high-traffic areas (make sure they are
posted legally)

3.  Billboards Can be pricey, but some investors find the return rate
very high

4.  Car Magnets Printed signs that are magnetized to stick to your car
door
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Figure 2-14 Other Advertising Ideas

YOUR MEDIA PLAN

Your media plan defines the details of where and how often you’re

going to advertise. To maximize your advertising dollars, you need to bal-

ance a couple of variables: reach and frequency (Figure 2-15).

Figure 2-15 Reach and Frequency

Reach is how many people are exposed to your advertisements. For

example, handing one person your business card is the smallest possible

reach; buying a television ad during the Super Bowl would be the largest

possible reach. You want to choose the media that will reach your target

neighborhoods best. For example, if you target a few select neighbor-

hoods, postcards to those neighborhoods are a very effective strategy. In

contrast, if your neighborhoods are spread throughout a city, a billboard

or radio spot may be a better option.
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Other Advertising Ideas

■ T-shirts or other apparel

■ Door hangers

■ Exhibiting at local home shows

■ Sponsoring a Little League or other team

■ Flyers in direct mail packets such as Valpak or Money Mailer

■ Company newsletters

Reach and Frequency

Reach How many people are in the target audience of an
advertisement?

Frequency How often is an individual in your target audience
exposed to an advertisement?
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Other Advertising Ideas
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Frequency is the number of times an individual is exposed to your

advertisements. Success in advertising comes from gaining mindshare in

your target audience. One postcard is quickly forgotten, but a postcard a

month is much more likely to create a lasting impression on your audience.

When putting together your media plan, you’ll have to make deci-

sions on reach versus frequency. For example, it costs the same to send

one postcard to five similar-sized neighborhoods as it does to send five

postcards to one neighborhood. In the first case your reach is five times

as large, whereas in the second the frequency is five times greater. In bal-

ancing the two, there’s a minimum standard of frequency, depending on

the medium. At the very least, touch them twice—once is almost never

enough. Based on your resources, you may have to narrow your reach to

hit and exceed that minimum standard (Figure 2-16). 

Figure 2-16 Reach versus Frequency

Keep track of which ads work best and from what source. When peo-

ple call from an ad, find out where they saw it so that you can fine-tune

your efforts in the future. As you measure the results of your advertising

64 Stage One: FIND

Reach versus Frequency

Reach Frequency

It’s better to narrow your reach to increase the frequency.

Sending one postcard to the houses in five neighborhoods costs 
the same as sending five postcards to houses in one neighborhood.
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campaign, you’ll make adjustments to your media plan. For example, you

may remove an unproductive neighborhood from your target area so that

you can focus your resources on the neighborhoods that are generating

leads. 

However, never stop advertising to productive neighborhoods just

because you think you’ve got mindshare. Someone once asked the chew-

ing gum magnate William Wrigley why he continued to advertise when

his product completely dominated the market. “Simple,” he replied.

“Sales is a train, and advertising is the engine. Cut off the engine and the

train will slowly come to a halt.”

NETWORKING: THE PEOPLE WHO CONNECT
YOU WITH HOUSES OR SELLERS

Figure 2-17

When the Academy Award–nominated actor Harrison Ford moved to

Hollywood in 1964 at the age of twenty-two to become an actor, he first

worked at Columbia Pictures (where he subsequently was fired) and then

at Universal Studios where he did bit television spots. But it was his side

job that launched his career. To support his wife and two sons between

acting jobs, he became a self-taught carpenter. Eventually, Ford found

himself building cabinets in director George Lucas’s home. Lucas enlist-

ed Ford to read lines for actors who were being cast in Lucas’s upcoming

Generate Leads 65

Prospecting Networking

Generate Leads

Advertising
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your friends, family and neighbors that you’re now an investor and on

the lookout for deals. You may be surprised how effective it can be to sim-

ply reconnect with the people you already know and share with them that

you’re interested in flipping houses.

Networking opportunities can come out of the strangest circum-

stances. One such opportunity came about when the guy at the pet store

reversed the numbers on the dog tag of Rick’s pet golden retriever “Abby.”

He engraved 4136 instead of 4163. That was the same week that Abby got

out and took an unsupervised tour through the neighborhood. The first

place Rick looked was 4136 thinking someone might have found her and

brought her to the address on the tag. An elderly woman came to the door

with a paint roller in her hand. Seeing the very tall ladder, high vaulted

ceilings and drop cloths, it was obvious that the job was more than she

should be doing alone. Curiosity got the best of Rick and he inquired. She
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The People in Your Network

1. Other Investors

2. Realtors

3. Appraisers

4. Lenders

5. Inspectors

6. Lawyers

7. Accountants

8. Contractors

9. Courthouse Clerks

10. Builders

11. Developers

12. Neighborhood Residents

Figure 2-18 The People in Your Network
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explained that she and her husband were forced to relocate immediately—

he had already flown up to Minnesota and she was left to sell the house

and join him as soon as she could. The result? An unexpected networking

opportunity with one of Rick’s neighbors and a house that was purchased

below market value. The woman was able to leave the rollers and drop

cloths and join her husband within a couple of weeks. And Abby? She

turned up the same day in another neighbor’s yard.

CULTIVATING YOUR NETWORK

We recommend some kind of contact management system to keep

track of your network. The people in that network can be broken down

into four categories: resources, allied resources, advocates, and core

advocates. Each category is based on the likelihood that these people will

send you leads (Figure 2-19). As you meet people and drop them into

your lead generation network, everyone starts out as a resource: someone

who might send you leads. Over time, you’ll discover the ones who will

and focus your networking activities on them.

Figure 2-19 Categories of Your Network

Source: From The Millionaire Real Estate Investor by Gary Keller

You’ll want to keep track of the last time you made contact, how

many leads you received, and which leads became a house purchase. The

people in your network can change categories quickly. With one phone

68 Stage One: FIND

Categories of Your Network
Resources People who might send you leads.

Allied Resources People who can and will send you leads.

Advocates People who will absolutely send you leads.

Core Advocates People who are in a great position to send you
leads and will.
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call, a resource can jump to being an advocate. Be aware of who’s mak-

ing your investment lead machine hum and treat those people accord-

ingly: Stay in regular contact with them and show your gratitude.

Keller recommends creating an “all properties bulletin” (APB) that

lists exactly what type of property you are looking for and where you are

looking. Share these criteria by contacting the people in your network on

the basis of the way you categorize them. The more likely they are to

send you leads, the more often you should contact them. Figure 2-20

shows a rough script to make sure you cover the key points of the con-

versation.

Figure 2-20 Your Networking Script

Source: From The Millionaire Real Estate Investor by Gary Keller

As in prospecting, getting solid leads from your network is a numbers

game. The bigger your network is and the more systematically you con-

tact the people in it, the more leads you’ll get. Don’t get discouraged and

stop connecting; sooner or later, someone in your network is going to run

across a property that is exactly what you are looking for.

In this chapter we have covered the three main activities of lead gen-

eration. Prospecting is searching for properties by searching through lots
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Your Networking Script
Introduce 
Yourself

Tell them who you are and why you are calling

Share Target Tell them what type of house you are looking for 
and in what neighborhoods

Ask For Help

Give them your phone number if they ever hear 
about a property that fits your needs and if they 
know of anyone else who can help you find 
properties

Be Thankful Say “thank you,” offer to help them, and follow up 
with a note or e-mail
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QUALIFY THE HOUSE

In qualifying a house, your goal is to determine whether the house fits

the three parts of your fundamental buying criteria. First, the house

should be in one of your target neighborhoods. Second, the repairs need-

ed on the house must not exceed what you’re willing or able to take on.

Third, the house can’t be a Neighborhood Misfit or, in other words, so

“unique” or ”strikingly distinctive” that mainstream buyers will be

turned off. Test every lead against these criteria to determine if the house

is a good investment opportunity for you (Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1 The Three Fundamental House-Buying Criteria

1. IN YOUR TARGET NEIGHBORHOOD

First and foremost, verify that the house is in one of your target neigh-

borhoods. Although you are focusing your lead generation efforts on your

target neighborhoods, leads generated through advertising and networking

can come from anywhere. If you don’t already know the answer, your first

question to the homeowner should be, “What is the address of the house?”

If the street name isn’t familiar, ask the owner to hold on while you check to

see if it is in one of your target neighborhoods. If it is not, simply say, “While

I appreciate your taking the time to call me, I’m sorry, I just don’t invest in

that part of town. Would it be a problem if I passed along your information

to some other investors I know who might be able to help you out?”

Qualify Leads 75

The Three Fundamental House-Buying Criteria

1. In Your Target Neighborhood?

2. In Satisfactory Condition?

3. Not a Neighborhood Misfit?
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2. IN SATISFACTORY CONDITION

Next, you want to get a rough idea of the condition of the house to

see if you are willing to accept the risks involved in owning and improv-

ing it. Ask a few leading questions to uncover any major issues the house

may have (Figure 3-2). The satisfactory condition level is up to you. For

example, you may welcome extensive remodeling work but want to avoid

major structural and environmental issues. The homeowner won’t always

know the answers, but if they do, it can save you the time and expense

it takes to discover these issues on your own.

Figure 3-2 Qualifying for Condition: Major Issues

3. NOT A NEIGHBORHOOD MISFIT

One of the keys to maximizing your profit in flipping houses is selling

a house quickly once it’s been fixed up and is back on the market. Make

sure that aspects of the house that you cannot change (or that are imprac-

tical to change) do not deviate too far from the neighborhood norm. For

76 Stage One: FIND

Qualifying for Condition: Major Issues

1. Fire damage?

2. Lead paint?

3. Water damage?

4. Major foundation problems?

5. Collapsed roof?

6. Asbestos?

7. Major termite damage?

8. Aluminum wiring?
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example, 1960s modern architecture with a flat roof and no front windows

is a misfit in a neighborhood full of colonial two-stories. (There’s a reason

it looks so attractive on paper compared to the rest of the neighborhood.)

Figure 2-3 shows some other attributes that make a house a misfit.

Figure 3-3 Neighborhood Misfits: Aspects You Can’t Change

Most of the buyers in a neighborhood are looking for a house that

meets the neighborhood norm. You may do a terrific job fixing up a

house, but if it’s a misfit, you may have difficulty selling it because there

will be fewer interested buyers. 
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Neighborhood Misfits: Aspects You Can’t Change

1. Unusual Architecture—roof pitch and elevation

2. Lot Irregularity—too small, too steep, odd shape

3. Layout—low ceilings, one bathroom or tiny kitchen without 
space to remodel

4. House Size—much too small or much too large

5. Street—unusually busy, parking issues due to nearby school 
or office

6. Neighbors—unsightly or oversized houses, commercial buildings

7. Infrastructure—power lines, retention ponds, railroad tracks,
highway noise

8. Scene of a Crime—a crime or suicide can turn off buyers

FLIPPING POINT

Misfits can make excellent investment opportunities, but you need
to be able to accept the challenges you will face when you put it
back on the market: a lower selling price for the neighborhood and
a potentially longer time to sell.
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If the house meets your buying criteria, you have the first half of a

qualified lead: a qualified house. Next, it’s time to qualify the seller.

QUALIFY THE SELLER

The second step in qualifying a lead is to qualify the seller. Your goal

is to find out if the homeowner is willing and able to sell for less than the

retail market value. The retail market value is the price a typical home

buyer would pay for the house. Two conditions must exist for a home-

owner to consider selling for less: The homeowner must have the means

and the motivation to sell.

First, the owner must have the means to sell the house below retail

market value and still pay off the mortgage and any other debt related to

the house. In our experience, there are only three ways this happens (see

Figure 3-4):

Figure 3-4 Conditions of a Qualified Seller

78 Stage One: FIND

Conditions of a Qualified Seller

Means Motivation

1. Has equity in the house

OR

2. Has cash to pay off the loan

OR

3. Has an agreement with the 
 lender to reduce the loan

1.  Needs to sell quickly

AND/OR

2.  Doesn't want the hassle
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Figure 3-5 Factors That Make a Seller Motivated

If you determine that the seller has both the means and the motiva-

tion to sell the house at less than retail value, you have a qualified seller.

In the next section, we’ll walk you through a checklist that gives you

some questions that you can ask to qualify a lead.

THE QUALIFYING CONVERSATION

The following introductory script and checklist guide you through

the questions you should ask to qualify the house as well as the seller.

We’ve grouped the questions by the information they are designed to

uncover. You may want to make a list that orders and phrases the ques-

tions in a way you like. Keep it handy so that you have it ready when a

lead comes in.

We’re giving you this script and checklist because we want you to be

systematic and effective in qualifying potential leads. The point is that

80 Stage One: FIND

Factors That Make a Seller Motivated

Life Events

Financial
Hardship

Must Sell
As Is

■ Relocating to another city for a job
■ Physically unable to maintain the property
■ Divorcing and needs to sell

■ Can’t afford existing house payments
■ Already moved and now facing two mortgage payments

■ Can’t afford to fix the house and must sell it as is
■ Is too busy to fix the house and wants to sell it as is

■ Doesn’t want to remotely manage the repairs
■ Unable to rent it

Vacancy
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THE MAXIMUM OFFER FORMULA

To come up with the maximum offer, we use a four-part formula:

1. Start with the eventual selling price (ESP) of the house (often

referred to as the after-repair value).

2. Subtract the improvement costs: a comprehensive and accurate esti-

mate of the total expenses you will incur in doing the improvements.

3. Subtract the quiet costs. These are the often overlooked expenses

associated with buying, holding, and selling a house.

4. Subtract an amount that represents the minimum profit you

should receive in light of the risks. 

The remaining amount is your maximum offer (Figure 1).

Figure 1 The FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

ANALYZE Introduction 99

The FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

- Eventual Selling Price

– Improvement Costs

– Quiet Costs

– Minimum Profit

= Maximum Offer

FLIPPING POINT

There are a lot of quick offer formulas out there today, but the meas-
ure of a good formula is not just how quick it is but how accurate it
is. By including your quiet costs and accounting for risk, the FLIP
formula will help you make the right offer fast without overcompli-
cating things. With the FLIP formula, your offer sometimes will be
higher than a quick offer calculation, allowing you to buy more
houses. At other times your offer will be much less, helping you
steer clear of riskier deals. The key is to make the right decision, not
necessarily a quick decision.
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their profits. There are hundreds and maybe even thousands of improve-

ments that can be made to any house. How do you decide what to do?

Maybe more important, what should you not do? Building on Rick’s

walkthrough from years ago, we’ve found that as you walk through a

house, the best way to make improvement decisions is by asking these

three questions: What must I do? What should I do? and What could I

do? See Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 The Three Walkthrough Questions

THE MUST-DO’S
As you step into a house the first time and look around, it is easy to

become overwhelmed just like Rick was. In our experience, the best place

to begin is with the most obvious improvements: the problems. Walk

through a house one room at a time, looking at the appliances, fixtures,

and systems, and ask yourself, “Is it functioning? Does it work?” Does the

roof keep water out, and do the doors open and close? If the utilities are

on, does water flow, do the drains work without leaking, do the lights

turn on, does the air blow cool? You’re determining what’s dead or alive:

what works and what doesn’t. If it does work, how much life is left in it?

What’s its condition? Are the doors broken, are the windows broken, do

the fans rattle, are the appliances on their last legs? The must-do’s are a

no-brainer: They’re nonnegotiable; you have to do them. You will do

them cost-effectively, but there is no choice about doing them—you must.
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The Three Walkthrough Questions

1. What must I do? What are the problems that need to be fixed?

2. What should I do? What is the proper level of finish out?

3. What could I do? What is the untapped potential?
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To make it easier to capture the data as you walk through a house,

we’ve put together a checklist of common must-do’s (Figure 4-2). This

will help you avoid making the mistake of overlooking an important prob-

lem. The list is based on the way HomeFixers does home assessments for

its investor clients and is organized by the same categories we use when

analyzing a rehab project. Visit flipthebook.com for the most up-to-date

and printable versions. 

Figure 4-2

104 Stage Two: ANALYZE

The Must-Do’s: Problems You Must Take Care Of

Safety and Security
❏ Windows don’t close 

❏ Windows don’t lock

❏ Exterior doors don’t close

❏ Exterior doors don’t lock

❏ The house is not secure

Cleaning and Disposal
❏ Junk in yard

❏ Trash and debris inside house

❏ Germs and grime on surfaces

❏ Pet odors

Structural and Drainage
❏ Foundation is unstable or not level

❏ Floor joists are damaged, crooked,
or unstable

❏ Rafters are damaged, crooked, or
unstable

❏ Window and door headers are
damaged, crooked, or unstable

❏ Roof is sagging, bulging, sway-
backed, or unsupported

❏ Walls are crooked and/or bulging

❏ Foundation shows signs of 
settlement

❏ Chimney, porches, patio, or stairs
are pulling away from the house

❏ Inadequate drainage

❏ Soil is not properly graded to keep
water away from the home 

❏ Water seepage in the crawl space
and/or basement

❏ Wet or damp basement

❏ Buckled floors or mildewy odor in
basement 

❏ French drains are needed or are
not functioning as intended 

❏ Gutters and/or downspouts are
needed or are in need of repair or
replacement

Pest Control
❏ Signs of active termites

❏ Fleas, roaches, spiders, wasps,
hornets
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Figure 4-2 (continued)

Identify Improvements 105

The Must-Do’s: Problems You Must Take Care Of

❏ Bees

❏ Indications of rodents

Roof
❏ Roof leaks

❏ Shingles are old, damaged, worn, or
missing

❏ Flashings are in need of 
replacement

❏ Improper flashing

❏ Rolled roof is wrinkled and/or
damaged

❏ Water standing on roof

❏ More than two layers of shingles
on roof

❏ Vents need to be replaced

❏ Decking is rotted and/or sagging

❏ Pipe protrusions need to be 
painted

❏ Nails need to be caulked

Exterior Rough Carpentry 
(siding, fascia, soffit, exterior doors,
exterior trim, garage door, porch,
deck, columns, railings, privacy
fence)

❏ Loose and rotted siding

❏ Wood rot along bottom of siding

❏ Siding in contact with soil

❏ Fascia boards rotted

❏ Soffit board and eaves have rotten
wood

❏ Wood rot at front porch column

and/or railing

❏ Wood rot at bottom of garage
door posts

❏ Water damage on lower panels of
garage door 

❏ Door threshold is rotten

❏ Doors are missing proper weather
stripping

❏ Deck, railings, and stairs in need of
repair

❏ Wood privacy fence damaged or
missing pickets 

Interior Rough Carpentry
❏ Mushy subfloor

❏ Rotted or termite-eaten studs

❏ The floor, wall, or roof framing
sags, bulges, or has deflections

Windows
❏ Broken window glass 

❏ Window screens missing or 
damaged

❏ Windows won’t open or shut

❏ Seal broken in double-pane glass
(fogged)

❏ Missing locks

❏ Windows missing proper caulking 

Fireplace
❏ Fireplace/chimney has excessive

creosote buildup

❏ Bricks/mortar in need of repair
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Figure 4-2

106 Stage Two: ANALYZE

The Must-Do’s: Problems You Must Take Care Of

HVAC
❏ Furnace not functioning or at the

end of its useful life

❏ Wall heater not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

❏ HVAC system needed

❏ Condenser not functioning or at
the end of its useful life 

❏ Ducts are decaying and need to be
replaced

❏ HVAC filter dirty; system in need
of service

❏ Condensate line needs to be
extended

❏ Exhaust fan units don’t vent to the
exterior

❏ Exhaust fans rattle

❏ Air vents are rusty and mildewed

❏ Thermostat needs to be replaced

Plumbing
❏ Hot water heater not up to 

current code (height, flue,
temperature and pressure (T&P)
valve, overflow, combustion air
intake) 

❏ Walk-in shower (leaking shower
pan)

❏ Toilet leaks, runs, doesn’t flush,
loose

❏ Bathtub is chipped, stained,
cracked (needs to be replaced or
refinished) 

❏ Bathtub/shower handles leak

❏ Sinks badly stained, scratched,
chipped, or broken

❏ Faucets drip or leak

❏ Hot and cold water faucets
reversed

❏ Drains are slow or leaky

❏ Gas space heaters and wall
heaters present

❏ Washing machine connections are
badly corroded or leaking

❏ Ice maker box leaking

❏ Outside faucets leak and/or need
vacuum breakers to prevent 
backflow 

❏ Old galvanized iron water supply
lines are present 

❏ Connected pipes have 
incompatible materials

❏ Main drain lines leak

❏ Water supply lines leak

❏ Vent lines not present

❏ Sewer lines leak

Electrical
❏ Ground fault interrupt circuit

(GFCI) needed in kitchen,
bathrooms, utility room, outside,
unfinished basements, and garage

❏ Smoke detectors needed 

❏ Electrical service insufficient

❏ Old fuse system
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Figure 4-2 (continued)

Identify Improvements 107

The Must-Do’s: Problems You Must Take Care Of

❏ Old knob and tube wiring present 

❏ Ungrounded outlets

❏ Hot and neutral wires are
reversed (use outlet tester)

❏ Aluminum wiring present (typically
mid-1960s to early 1970s)

❏ Damaged or missing outlets

❏ Damaged or missing switches

❏ Exposed wiring

Masonry and Concrete Work
❏ Masonry is crumbling 

❏ Stone, brick, or stucco siding in
need of repair

❏ Brick in fireplace in need of repair

❏ Concrete underpinning cracked,
missing, or in need of repair

❏ Sidewalks, driveway, patio cracked
or in need of repair

Insulation
❏ Inadequate insulation in attic or

walls

Walls
❏ Missing drywall/plaster

❏ Cracks in drywall/plaster

❏ Holes in drywall/plaster (behind
doors from doorknobs, etc.)

❏ Loose drywall seams and corner
bead 

❏ Missing texture 

❏ Wallpaper is worn and/or peeling

❏ Paneling is scratched or has holes

Cabinetry
❏ Missing cabinet doors and drawers

❏ Cabinet floor (bottom) under sink
is rotted and needs to be replaced

❏ Cabinets are rotted, worn,
scratched, sagging 

Interior Doors and Trim
❏ Doors are damaged

❏ Doors are misaligned 

❏ Window sill is water-damaged

❏ Baseboard is missing or damaged

❏ Doorjamb is cracked or damaged

❏ Space between the guardrails at
the stairway is too wide

Paint
❏ Paint is peeling

❏ Water stains on sheetrock ceilings 

❏ Interior in need of paint

❏ Exterior needs caulk and paint 

Countertops
❏ Countertops are scratched and

worn

Tile and Vinyl
❏ Tile countertop is damaged

❏ Tile around bathtub/shower is
missing or damaged

❏ Tile needs to be caulked 

❏ Tile needs to be regrouted

❏ Tile floor is missing or damaged

❏ Vinyl is peeling
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Figure 4-2 The Must-Do’s: Problems You Must Take Care Of

108 Stage Two: ANALYZE

The Must-Do’s: Problems You Must Take Care Of

❏ Holes in vinyl

Hardwood Floors
❏ Boards are termite-damaged or

rotted 

❏ Floors are badly stained

Hardware and Accessories
❏ Doorknobs and deadbolts not

functioning; doorstops missing

❏ Bathroom towel bars and paper
holder missing

❏ Mirrors damaged 

❏ Shower door missing or broken

Appliances
❏ Range not functioning or at the

end of its useful life

❏ Dishwasher not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

❏ Wall oven not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

❏ Cooktop not functioning or at the
end of its useful life

❏ Vent hood not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

❏ Microwave not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

❏ Refrigerator not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

❏ Garbage disposal not functioning
or at the end of its useful life

❏ Trash compactor not functioning
or at the end of its useful life

❏ Ice maker not functioning or at
the end of its useful life

Carpet
❏ Carpet in need of replacement

(stained, worn, burn marks, holes)

Landscaping
❏ Trees are overgrown and too

close to the roof; shrubs need to
be trimmed
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113

Figure 4-3

Basic Standard Designer Custom

Front door Metal Six-panel Metal fan lite Stock wood Custom wood with
glass

Side or back door Slab (flat, no panel) Six-panel Full-lite nine-lite Custom wood with 
glass

Windows Repair existing Aluminum Vinyl Wood
window

Siding Repair (patch) Vertical plywood  Hardiplank, possibly Combination of several 
siding siding (T1–11) with some stone, materials: Stone and 

brick, or stucco stucco possibly with
some Hardi, cedar, or
metal

Texture Spatter Drag Orange peel None or trowel 
(remove any 
popcorn ceiling 
texture)

Kitchen cabinets Stock white or oak Stock oak (choice Stock maple or Custom species with a 
of stains) cherry with a few number of custom 

glass doors glass doors

Bathroom cabinets Stock 24- or  Stock 30-inch vanity Stock 36+-inch Custom vanity cabinet 
30-inch vanity vanity with cultured with granite top

marble top (continued)

Four Design and Finish Levels
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Figure 4-3

Basic Standard Designer Custom

Interior doors Slab (flat, no panel) Six-panel Special-order Special-order solid core
hollow core

Baseboards Repair or replace 3 inches or less high 4 inches or more  5 inches or more high,
sections with  high, paint grade possiblystain-grade
existing type

Window trim Sill and apron Sill and apron Sill, apron, and All windows are 
possibly window completely cased and 
trim on first floor trimmed
windows

Crown molding No No Sparingly Everywhere

Openings between Drywall Drywall Some cased openings Every opening is cased
rooms in key places

Wall paint Off-white Off-white A designer color Color or faux finish

Ceiling paint Same color as walls Same color as walls Shade of white Designer choice

Accent paint None None One or two walls Several paint color
changes for different
rooms

Trim paint Same color as walls A shade of white Usually a shade Designer color or 
of white stained

Four Design and Finish Levels
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Figure 4-3

Basic Standard Designer Custom

Millwork paint A shade of white Same as trim paint Usually an off-white Designer color or 
(cabinets, mantle, etc.) stained
Siding paint Match existing paint Safe color Designer color Designer color

to prevent multiple 
coats

Exterior trim paint Same paint as siding Same paint as siding Same paint as siding Designer color
or a shade of white 
or a designer color

Front door paint A color that goes  A color that goes Designer color or Stained
with the siding and with the siding and stained
trim trim

Countertop Inexpensive plastic Moderately priced Designer laminate, Custom granite 
laminate plastic laminate Silestone, basic granite (beveled bull nose,

honed) 
Backsplash 4-inch plastic Plastic laminate or Ceramic or  Custom quarry tile,

laminate strip one row of tile inexpensive quarry glass tile, handmade or 
tile hand-painted tile

Tub surrounds Basic white Basic Subway or other  Quarry tile (mosaic
4 x 4’s 4 x 4’s tile pattern or other pattern)

(continued)

Four Design and Finish Levels
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Figure 4-3

Basic Standard Designer Custom

Shower surrounds Basic white Basic Subway or other Quarry tile (mosaic

4 x 4’s 4 x 4’s tile pattern or other pattern)

Flooring for Vinyl Basic ceramic tile High-end ceramic tile Slate, travertine, or 
kitchen 12 inches x 12 or quarry tile hardwoods

inches

Flooring for Vinyl Vinyl or basic High-end ceramic tile Slate, travertine, or 
bathroom ceramic tile 12 or quarry tile hardwoods

inches x 12 inches

Flooring for Vinyl Vinyl or basic High-end ceramic tile Travertine or similar
utility room ceramic tile 12 or quarry tile

inches x 12 inches

Flooring for Vinyl Basic ceramic tile High-end ceramic tile Slate, travertine, or 
front entryway 12 inches x 12 or quarry tile hardwoods

inches

Kitchen sink 6-inch stainless 7-inch stainless 9-inch overmount or Farmhouse or other 
undermount stainless custom sink

Kitchen faucet Chrome basic Includes sprayer Sprayer pulls from Custom one-lever
faucet

Four Design and Finish Levels
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Figure 4-3

Basic Standard Designer Custom

Bathroom sink Integrated plastic Integrated plastic Integrated cultured Undermount
(imitation cultured (imitation cultured marble or porcelain
marble) marble) drop-in

Bathroom faucets Two-handle basic One- or two-handle One-handle satin Custom (e.g., oil-rubbed
basic nickel bronze)

Surface mount White globe White mushroom-type Satin nickel mushroom Special order 
lights (some pull string) or similar (not too (e.g., oil-rubbed bronze 

expensive) with custom glass)

Special lighting None None Some recessed lights in Recessed lights 
kitchen, breakfast, and throughout (usually low-
family room; some voltage halogen), under- 
pendants cabinet lights, pendant

lights 

Ceiling fans None Cheap, white with Satin nickel with Special order with no 
light kit light kit light kit

Appliances Hotpoint (usually GE (usually white GE Profile (usually GE Monogram or 
white) or black) stainless) special (Viking, Sub

Zero, etc.)

Carpet Plush Berber Frieze Wool

(continued)
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Figure 4-3 Four Design and Finish Levels

Basic Standard Designer Custom

Doorknobs Inexpensive brass Inexpensive satin Brushed nickel look Distressed pewter or 
nickel look oil-rubbed bronze

Cabinet knobs None None Brushed nickel Special order 
and pulls (e.g., distressed pewter)

Towel bar Budget metal Chrome Brushed nickel Special order 
or similar (e.g., oil-rubbed bronze)

Bathroom mirror Cut and installed Cut and installed Framed (stock) Special order (framed)
by a glass company by a glass company

Landscaping Cut grass Cut grass, mulch Cut grass, install Cut grass, install shrubs,
gardens shrubs, plants, flowers, plants, flowers, plant 

plant grass, mulch beds grass, mulch beds, install
small trees, crushed
granite, or stone 
walkways

Four Design and Finish Levels
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These design levels will change over time, and you may want to cus-

tomize them. Again, visit flipthebook.com if you’d like to download an

updated version. 

As you visit houses in your target area to determine the neighborhood

norm, keep a list that shows the addresses you’ve visited and what you

“discovered” about the design level of each house (basic, standard,

designer, or custom). You can determine the neighborhood norm from the

design level that occurs most often on your list, but you’ll probably devel-

op an intuition about the appropriate design level for the neighborhood

once you’ve visited a couple of houses. 

Let’s look at how the design level comparison turned out for our

example house on Fence Post Trail. The house is in the Western Hills sub-

division, and so we took a close look at ten other houses in that neigh-

borhood (Figure 4-4). As you can see, the market is clearly telling us that

we should choose a designer-level finish.

Figure 4-4 Western Hills Design Level Comparisons

Identify Improvements 119

Western Hills Design Level Comparisons

 1. 1239 Mustang Run Designer

 2. 1198 Corral Cove Standard

 3. 1293 Wagon Trail Standard

 4. 1087 Prairie Dog Lane Designer

 5. 1072 Fence Post Trail Designer

 6. 1229 Round Up Bend Designer

 7. 1169 Wagon Trail Designer

 8. 1140 Mustang Run Basic

 9. 1210 Saddle Path Designer

10. 1120 Corral Cove Designer
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point here is to make sure you plan for those improvements and account

for them in determining your maximum offer. 

THE COULD-DO’S
The third way of identifying which improvements to make to a house

is to ask: What could I do to maximize my profit? These are the extra

things that make a house a better place to live. At HomeFixers we’ve

identified five important areas of increased opportunity to maximize prof-

its (Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5 Five Opportunities to Extract Untapped Potential

Amenities, open floor plans, conversions, additions, and layout

changes all have the potential to increase your profit. But just as with the

design choices, you need to make decisions that are appropriate for the

neighborhood. Here’s an in-depth look at each of these five opportunities

for maximizing profits ranked by its level of cost and complexity:

Identify Improvements 121

Five Opportunities to Extract Untapped Potential

1. Amenities Sprinkler systems, pantry cabinets, extra sinks, 
  garage-door openers—the little things that make a 
  house easier to live in

2. Openings Widening room openings and/or removing walls 
  between the kitchen and living areas

3. Conversions Turning a garage, basement, attic, porch, or covered 
  patio into heated and cooled living space

4. Additions Adding additional bedrooms, bathrooms, bonus rooms, 
  or even an entire second story

5. Layout Changes Major remodeling that involves changing the entire 
  layout of the house
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Let’s look at what the market is telling us about the additional areas

of opportunity for 1202 Fence Post Trail (Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6 Western Hills Design and Remodeling Comparisons

The market is telling us that there is a clear opportunity for increas-

ing profit by adding a sprinkler system (our house is one of the few that

doesn’t have one). Additionally, eight of the ten houses we saw have

open floor plans (ours is pretty compartmentalized but could be changed

easily). Thus, our vision for the house at 1202 Fence Post Trail is design-

er-level finishes with an open floor plan and the addition of a sprinkler

system (Figure 4-7).

Figure 4-7 1202 Fence Post Trail Vision

124 Stage Two: ANALYZE

Western Hills Design and Remodeling Comparisons

Address
Finish
Level Amenities Openings Conversions Additions Layout Changes

1. 1239 Mustang Run Designer Sprinkler System ✓

2. 1198 Corral Cove Standard ✓

3. 1293 Wagon Trail Standard Sprinkler System Master bed/bath

4. 1087 Prairie Dog
Lane

Designer Sprinkler System ✓ Garage

5. 1072 Fence Post
Trail

Designer Sprinkler System ✓

6. 1229 Round Up 
Bend

Designer Sprinkler System ✓

7. 1169 Wagon Trail Designer Sprinkler System ✓ Back Porch

8. 1140 Mustang Run Basic

9. 1210 Saddle Path Designer Sprinkler System ✓

10. 1120 Corral Cove Designer Sprinkler System ✓ Room over garage
became master

1202 Fence Post Trail Vision

Should Finish Level Designer

Could Extra Opportunity Amenities Sprinkler System

Could Extra Opportunity Openings Open Floor Plan
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Every year on February 2, thousands of people descend on the small

town of Punxsutawney in eastern Pennsylvania to see Punxsutawney

Phil, the “weather-predicting” groundhog. Legend has it that if the hiber-

nating animal sees his shadow as he emerges from his burrow that morn-

ing, winter will last another six weeks. If he doesn’t see it, spring will

come early. 

Unfortunately, real estate investors don’t have a Punxsutawney Phil to

help with their predictions of selling prices, but there’s not a shadow of a

doubt that when armed with the right tools investors can predict future

selling prices with remarkably high accuracy. We call that future selling

price the eventual selling price (ESP). It’s the price for which a house will

sell quickly after it has been fixed up. Determining the ESP is the first and

most influential of the four components in the FLIP Maximum Offer

Formula for a prospective investment property (Figure 5-1). 

Figure 5-1 FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

The natural excitement of finding a good prospect can cause you to

be overly optimistic and overestimate the selling price when you should

be dispassionately neutral. One of our customers and a veteran real estate

investor, Jay Otto, has been buying, fixing up, and selling about a dozen

houses a year since the early 1980s. Jay’s attitude is that of a reluctant

buyer: “I look for every conceivable reason not to buy a property, and

when I finally, absolutely have to, I’ll buy it—but only after the house has

forced me to buy it.” Jay admits that his conservative approach causes

128 Stage Two: ANALYZE

FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

Eventual Selling Price

– Improvement Costs

– Quiet Costs

– Minimum Profit

= Maximum Offer
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him to miss some opportunities. However, he’d prefer to miss a few good

opportunities if that helps him avoid the bad ones. When determining the

ESP for your flip, we would encourage you to adopt Jay’s attitude and

remove any wishful thinking from the equation.

Like determining what to do to a house, coming up with an accurate

selling price requires reading and interpreting the market. We’re going to

show you a four-step process for coming up with an ESP (Figure 5-2).

(We think it’s a little more accurate than a weather-predicting rodent.)

Figure 5-2 Four-Step Process for Determining the ESP

STEP ONE: PULL THE COMPS

Most of us know that the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) is a great

place to look for houses for sale. But the power of the MLS as a database

of historical sales data becomes especially evident when one is deter-

mining the eventual selling price of a house. We’ll start the process of

determining the ESP by mining the MLS to come up with a rough selling

price.

Ask your real estate agent to create a comparative market analysis

(CMA) report for houses that have sold recently in the same neighbor-

hood as your prospective investment house. You want similar houses, but

you also want a decent set of results, so don’t get too specific in the

search. We suggest that you use the following five search parameters:

Determine Selling Price 129

Four-Step Process for Determining the ESP

1. Pull the comps

2. Drive the comps

3. Read the market

4. Check with experts
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Figure 5-3 CMA Search Parameters for 1202 Fence Post Trail

You can get a rough estimate of the ESP directly from the results of the

CMA. The report for the Fence Post Trail example shows that eleven houses

met our search parameters (Figure 5-4). The average price per square foot

of all eleven comps is $138. From that, we calculate a rough selling price

by multiplying the square footage of the prospective investment house by

$138 to get $276,000 ($138 � 2,000 square feet � $276,000). 

Figure 5-4 Comparative Market Analysis for the Western Hills Subdivision

Determine Selling Price 131

CMA Search Parameters for 1202 Fence Post Trail

1. Recently Sold Within the last three months

2. Nearby In the Western Hills Subdivision

3. Similar Size 1,500–2,500 square feet

4. Similar Layout 3 to 5 bedrooms, 1.5 to 3.5 bathrooms

5. Similar Age Built from 1977 to 1997

Comparative Market Analysis for the Western Hills Subdivision

Address Price Sold
Square

Feet
Price Per
SQ FT Beds Baths Stories Year Built

1. 1300 Mustang Run $255,360 2,250 $113 4 2 2 1983

2. 1684 Prairie Dog Lane $285,000 2,266 $126 4 2.5 2 1983

3. 1900 Round Up Bend $322,950 2,484 $130 4 2.5 2 1988

4. 1435 Wagon Trail $271,320 2,016 $135 4 2 1 1982

5. 1400 Trails End Circle $244,900 1,786 $137 4 2 1 1984

6. 1439 Wagon Trail $244,900 1,786 $137 3 2 1 1985

7. 1905 Round Up Bend $343,000 2,417 $142 3 2 1 1986

8. 1189 Rodeo Drive $289,900 1,997 $145 4 2 1 1984
9. 1400 Saddle Path $299,000 2,057 $145 4 3 1 1989

10. 1164 Rodeo Drive $285,000 1,939 $147 3 2 1 1981
11. 1515 Coral Cove $356,393 2,247 $159 4 2 2 1980

AVERAGE $290,702 2,113 $138 4 2 1 1984

1202 Fence Post Trail 2,000 4 2.5 2 1987
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Figure 5-3 CMA Search Parameters for 1202 Fence Post Trail

You can get a rough estimate of the ESP directly from the results of the

CMA. The report for the Fence Post Trail example shows that eleven houses

met our search parameters (Figure 5-4). The average price per square foot

of all eleven comps is $138. From that, we calculate a rough selling price

by multiplying the square footage of the prospective investment house by
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4. Similar Layout 3 to 5 bedrooms, 1.5 to 3.5 bathrooms

5. Similar Age Built from 1977 to 1997

Comparative Market Analysis for the Western Hills Subdivision
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Square

Feet
Price Per
SQ FT Beds Baths Stories Year Built

1. 1300 Mustang Run $255,360 2,250 $113 4 2 2 1983

2. 1684 Prairie Dog Lane $285,000 2,266 $126 4 2.5 2 1983

3. 1900 Round Up Bend $322,950 2,484 $130 4 2.5 2 1988

4. 1435 Wagon Trail $271,320 2,016 $135 4 2 1 1982

5. 1400 Trails End Circle $244,900 1,786 $137 4 2 1 1984

6. 1439 Wagon Trail $244,900 1,786 $137 3 2 1 1985

7. 1905 Round Up Bend $343,000 2,417 $142 3 2 1 1986

8. 1189 Rodeo Drive $289,900 1,997 $145 4 2 1 1984
9. 1400 Saddle Path $299,000 2,057 $145 4 3 1 1989

10. 1164 Rodeo Drive $285,000 1,939 $147 3 2 1 1981
11. 1515 Coral Cove $356,393 2,247 $159 4 2 2 1980

AVERAGE $290,702 2,113 $138 4 2 1 1984

1202 Fence Post Trail 2,000 4 2.5 2 1987
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD MODEL

In addition to indicating a rough selling price, CMA reports provide a

kind of “model home” by looking at the averages of comparable houses.

The typical house selling in the neighborhood has 2,113 square feet, four

bedrooms (actually 3.73, but we’re rounding), two bathrooms, one story

and was built in 1984 (Figure 5-5).

Figure 5-5 The “Model” House in Western Hills

Comparing 1202 Fence Post Trail with the model house, we see that

the Fence Post Trail house has more bathrooms and is newer than the

model house. But it’s also a bit smaller and has two stories, whereas the

neighborhood model house has one. All things considered, the house on

Fence Post Trail looks good compared with the houses selling in the

neighborhood (Figure 5-6).

What does that mean? It means that the prospective investment house

is in the middle of the road for the comps: There’s no reason to believe

(yet) that we could get any more or any less than $276,000. If a prospec-

tive investment house turns out to be better or worse than the model

house, you need to adjust the rough ESP appropriately. We wish there

were an absolute, fail-safe formula for how much to adjust the selling

price, but there isn’t. That’s why there are three more steps you must go

through in determining the ESP.

132 Stage Two: ANALYZE

The “Model” House in Western Hills
Square Feet 2,113

Bedrooms 4

Bathrooms 2

# of Stories 1

Age 1984
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Figure 5-6 Fence Post Trail versus the Model House in Western Hills

STEP TWO: DRIVE THE COMPS

We now have a rough selling price for the house and an idea of what

kinds of houses are selling in the neighborhood. But the MLS data do not

provide a complete picture. The next step is to fill in details about the comps

by driving to each of them to gather some eyewitness data. The more details

we have about the comparable houses, the more accurate the estimate of the

ESP will be. We’re trying to see how an investment house in its final, fixed-

up condition would compare to the houses we used for our comps. We com-

pare houses by using five visual inspection factors (Figure 5-7).

Because we are comparing our house to ten or more other houses, we

use a numerical rating system to help keep track of how our house com-

pares to the neighborhood. We keep the rating system simple so that we’ll

be inclined to use it over and over. Based on the five criteria (condition,

curb, view, street, and proximity), we make a single judgment call: If we

think the investment house overall would be “better” than the comp, we

give our property +1 point. If we feel it would be worse, we give it –1

point. If we believe it’s the same, we give it 0 points (Figure 5-8). 
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Fence Post Trail versus the Model House in Western Hills

The Model
House

Fence Post
Trail Comparison

Square Feet 2,113 2,000 Worse

Bedrooms 4 4 Same

Bathrooms 2 2.5 Better

# of Stories 1 2 Worse

Age 1984 1987 Better

OVERALL Same
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Figure 5-7 The Five Visual Inspection Factors

Next, we add up all the individual scores to get a total score. In the exam-

ple, 1202 Fence Post Trail is visually worse (–2 pts.) than the average comps.

What does that mean? It means that based on the visual inspection, we think

there is something about the comps that would give them an overall greater

appeal than the house on Fence Post Trail in its fixed-up condition. Some of

the comps have bigger trees and a better view, but the biggest thing revealed

by the visual inspection is that 1202 Fence Post Trail is one of only a few two-

story stucco Tudor-style houses in a neighborhood of mostly single-story

ranch houses. We’ll have to reduce the rough selling price to account for the

difficulty of selling a Tudor-style house in the Western Hills Subdivision.

134 Stage Two: ANALYZE

The Five Visual Inspection Factors

1. Condition The roof, siding, garage doors, windows,
porches, driveway, walkways

2. Curb Appeal The architecture, trees, lawn, landscaping, lot
size, and grade

3. View Water, city skyline, mountains, any eyesores

4. Street Cul-de-sac, major street, major intersection,
pride of ownership evident

5. Proximity to
Infrastructure

Commercial businesses, factories, undesirable
establishments, rail road tracks, highways,
power lines, parking lots, bus stops

FLIPPING POINT

When you are comparing any comp to your prospective investment
property, remember that you are comparing it to your property as if
your property were in its fixed-up condition, ready to be put back on
the market for sale.
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Figure 5-8 Visual Inspection Report for Western Hills Subdivision

STEP THREE: READ THE MARKET

What is the market environment today, and what will it look like

when you’re getting ready to sell your house? What’s the six-month fore-

cast? Beyond the comparable neighborhood data, the overall market envi-

ronment is an important factor in predicting the selling price. We look at

four indicators that will raise or lower our expectations about the selling

price of a house:

1. Mortgage rate trends. Are mortgage rates in the area heading up

or down over the next six months? Higher mortgage rates put

downward pressure on home prices. It takes only a small change

in those rates to affect what buyers are able to afford.

2. Seasonal buying cycle. Home sales (and therefore home prices)

usually take a dip during the winter months but pick up in the

Determine Selling Price 135

Visual Inspection Report for Western Hills Subdivision
Address Comparison

1. 1300 Mustang Run Better (+1)

2. 1684 Prairie Dog Lane Worse (–1)

3. 1900 Round Up Bend Worse (–1)
4. 1435 Wagon Trail Same (0)

5. 1400 Trails End Circle Worse (–1)
6. 1439 Wagon Trail Same (0)

7. 1905 Round Up Bend Same (0)

8. 1289 Rodeo Drive Worse (–1)
9. 1400 Saddle Path Better (+1)

10. 1264 Rodeo Drive Better (+1)
11. 1515 Coral Cove Worse (–1)

TOTAL Worse (–2)
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FINALIZE YOUR ESP
We’re now ready to come up with the ESP for 1202 Fence Post Trail.

Our rough selling price based on the comps was $276,000. During the

visual inspection we discovered that none of the recently sold houses was

a two-story Tudor-style house like our prospective investment house. The

market trend analysis revealed that our house will be selling in a less

favorable environment for mortgage interest rates and seasonal buying

patterns. Finally, we found out that a lot of new homes are about to be

built in the neighborhood. None of those factors makes us want to aban-

don the flip, but we’ve decided that $250,000 is a more realistic ESP for

the house. We now have the first part of the offer formula (Figure 5-9).

Figure 5-9 1202 Fence Post Trail: Maximum Offer Formula

In Chapter 6, we’ll come up with an estimate for how much the

repairs and improvements are going to cost.

138 Stage Two: ANALYZE

1202 Fence Post Trail: Maximum Offer Formula
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Improvement Costs
– Quiet Costs
– Minimum Profit
= Maximum Offer
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In Chapter 5, we observed that the natural feelings of optimism that

surround finding a promising new investment property can work against

you, causing you to overestimate the eventual selling price to rationalize

buying a house. Those feelings of optimism also can work against you

when you are estimating the improvement costs, but this time they’ll be

coaxing you into underestimating. They whisper: “It just needs paint

and carpet, and that’s not very expensive.” “You can get a dishwasher

on sale for $200.” “You can do a lot of this work yourself.” Resist the

temptation.

Our objective in this chapter is to give you an effective, level-headed

method for determining the improvement costs for a flip. Estimating the

improvement cost is the second part of our four-part FLIP formula for

making a smart offer (Figure 6-1). 

Figure 6-1 FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

The mistake we’ve seen most frequently among real estate investors

is underestimating the improvement costs. They miss some of the

improvements (not comprehensive enough) and miscalculate the cost of

other improvements (not accurate enough). A small miss or miscalcula-

tion can snowball into a big hit on your profits. Added together, these lit-

tle mistakes can lead to an even bigger one—no profit at all.

To illustrate, let’s say we forgot to include a new dishwasher in our

estimate. During our must-should-could walkthrough, we noted that we

needed to update the kitchen. However, when we costed out the improve-

142 Stage Two: ANALYZE

FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

Eventual Selling Price

– Improvement Costs

– Quiet Costs

– Minimum Profit

= Maximum Offer
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ments, the dishwasher was left out. That was an honest mistake since the

house never had one.

That’s $300 for the dishwasher, hose kit, sales tax, and installation.

Because there wasn’t a previous dishwasher, we had to create a 24-inch-

wide space in the cabinets ($75), add a switch and wiring ($100), and do

some minor plumbing ($50). Total cost to add the dishwasher, $525? Not

exactly. The extra costs don’t stop there because we already had installed

countertops and a tile floor. We chipped the countertop and cracked the

grout in the tile floor to create the space and install the dishwasher,

adding an extra $175. Now we’re at $700 and haven’t even accounted for

any extra holding costs during the delay (Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-2 Consequences of Missed or Miscalculated Improvement Costs

Estimate Improvement Costs 143

Consequences of Missed or Miscalculated Improvement Costs

I

The direct cost of the improvements The time of performing the
additional improvements

The cost of the extra holding time
caused by making the improvements

■  Extra interest
■  Extra property taxes
■  Extra utilities

The extra time caused by scheduling
conflicts created by the additional

improvements

The downward pressure on selling
price if the project is extended into

an unfavorable selling season
The longer time to sell as a result of

extending the project into an
unfavorable contracting or selling
season (bad-weather season, bad

selling months)
The opportunity cost of tying up your
money in the same investment for a

longer period of time

Increased Cost Increased Time
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With the cascading effect on the work still left to be done, almost two

extra weeks was added to the project, and we ended up paying an extra

$600 (about $300 a week) in interest, property taxes, utilities, and so on.

Thus, the $300 dishwasher grew to a cost of $1,300. Multiply that by ten

“little” misses and you can see that just a few miscalculations can eat up

most, if not all, of your profit.

Estimating improvement costs requires that you balance the two vari-

ables of thoroughness and accuracy while incorporating a third factor:

speed. It’s one thing to misjudge the cost of a new dishwasher by $30,

but as we’ve seen, if you forget that you need a new dishwasher, you

could cost yourself $1,300. That’s why being thorough is so important.

Accuracy runs a close second: If you don’t get the costs exactly right, you

can still erode your profit with lots of little misses. Thoroughness and

accuracy are critical skills of an experienced estimator, and both can be

compromised by the need for speed. Once you’ve found a promising

investment property, you’ll want to make an offer as soon as possible,

because in the competitive arena of house flipping, time is of the essence. 

Figure 6-3 Three Ways to Estimate Improvement Costs

There are three main ways to estimate the improvement costs for a

flip, and each one involves trade-offs when it comes to thoroughness,

accuracy, and speed (Figure 6-3).

1. Hire a professional. A general contractor can give you a profes-

sional cost assessment. An experienced contractor has completed

144 Stage Two: ANALYZE

Three Ways to Estimate Improvement Costs
Thoroughness Accuracy Speed

1. Hire a Professional Excellent Good Good

2. Do It Yourself Good Good Poor

3. Use Rules of Thumb Poor Fair Excellent
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Figure 6-4 HomeFixers Cost List

We want to emphasize this point: To be a successful rehabber is to be

a skilled estimator, and to become a skilled estimator is to become a stu-

dent of construction costs. If you are armed with a tool such as the

spreadsheet shown in Figure 6-4 and are committed to continuing educa-

tion (with frequent study sessions at Lowe’s, Home Depot, Sears, Best

Estimate Improvement Costs 149

HomeFixers Cost List
QTY Price Each Extension Plus Sales Tax Category Subcategory SKU Room Source Name  Description

1 $164 $164 $177.12 Doors Exterior Door 828-367 Exterior Hardware Store 9-LITE - 36IN - LH -
Exterior

1 $219 $219 $236.52 Plumbing Bathtub 167-347 Bathroom Hardware Store AMERICAST RIGHT
HAND TUB-WHITE

1 $139 $139 $150.12 Cabinets Bathroom
Cabinets 245-490 Bathroom Hardware Store

Bathroom Vanity
Base Cabinet

W/Sink - Oak - 30IN
WX18IN D

1 $56.49 $56.49 $61.01 Doors Interior Door 601-063 Entire House Hardware Store
6-PANL  - 30IN - RH -
Interior - Prehung

(JLQ8 )

1 $22.50 $22.50 $22.50 Carpentry
Labor Cost

Finished
Carpentry

Labor
Labor Cost Entire House Marvin

Install prehung
doors throughout
the entire house

(PER DOOR)

35 $0.39 $13.65 $14.74 Carpentry
Finished

Carpentry
Materials

707-066 Entire House Hardware Store
Trim/Base - Primed -

11/ 16IN X 2-1/4IN
(PER FT)

35 $0.29 $10.15 $10.15 Carpentry
Labor Cost

Finished
Carpentry

Labor
Labor Cost Entire House Marvin

Install trim around
all doors (PER

LINEAR FT)

1 $11.63 $11.63 $12.56 Electrical Light Fixtures,
Bulbs, Etc. 284-904 Bedrooms Hardware Store

Bedroom Light
Fixture - 9.25IN -

Mushroom - Ribbed
Glass - Polished

Brass - 2 60W Light
Bulbs

1 $1.37 $1.37 $1.48 Electrical Light Fixtures,
Bulbs, Etc. 186-039 Entire House Hardware Store

Light Bulbs - Soft
White - 60W  -

4-Pack - Philips
DuraMax

1 $5.93 $5.93 $6.40 Electrical Smoke
Detector 182-262 Entire House Hardware Store Smoke Detector -

Fire Sentry

1 $119 $119 $128.52 Plumbing Kitchen Sink -
Sink 170-097 Kitchen Hardware Store

33X22X8.25 SINK
SIGNATURE DBL

BOWL - STAINLESS
STEEL

1 $66 $66 $71.28 Plumbing Kitchen Sink -
Faucet 817-865 Kitchen Hardware Store

PRICE PFISTER
FAUCET - 1 HDL KIT

W/SPRY CH3H
GENESIS

1 $59.95 $59.95 $64.75 Plumbing Kitchen Sink -
Disposal 119-667 Kitchen Hardware Store 1/2 HP BADGER 5

DISPOSER JLQ6

1 $3.98 $3.98 $4.30 Plumbing Kitchen Sink -
Basket Strainer 767-770 Kitchen Hardware Store

PVC SWTHRTBSKT
STRNR-ASSEMBL

JLQ2

1 $11.99 $11.99 $12.95 Doors Doorknobs 614-130 Entire House Hardware Store

Kwikset  - Bed &
Bath - Doorknob -
Polished Brass -
Shelby (USE FOR

BATHROOMS,
MASTER BEDROOM

AND ENTRY TO
GARAGE)

1 $8.91 $8.91 $9.62 Hardware Bathroom
Fixtures 137-011 Bathroom Hardware Store Toilet paper holder

1 $299 $299 $322.92 Appliances Range 339-118 or
355-386 Kitchen Hardware Store Electric Range - Hot

Point - White

1 $197 $197 $212.76 Appliances Microwave/
Vent Hood

115-032 or
113-047 Kitchen Hardware Store Microhood - Hot

Point - White

1 $9.98 $9.98 $10.78 Landscaping Shrubs 221-620 Exterior Hardware Store LIGUSTRUM
WAXLEAF 3G
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USE RULES OF THUMB

When it absolutely, positively has to get done overnight, use rules of

thumb.

It dawned on us a couple of years ago that a great way to compare

houses and categorize the work we do from one job to another is to com-

pare them on the basis of improvement cost per square foot (total

improvement cost divided by the total square feet of the house). 

Consider two houses that both need $30,000 in improvements. The

mistake one might make is to assume that the two projects are similar

since the improvement costs are the same. However, one house is 5,000

square feet and the other is 1,000 square feet. That means that the 5,000-

square-foot house has $6 per square foot in improvement costs and the

other has $30 per square foot. These are two completely different projects

(Figure 6-5). 

Figure 6-5 Improvement Complexity Comparison

In our experience, spending $6 per square foot on a rehab translates

to doing the very basics, such as paint, carpet, and some new fixtures.

Conversely, $30 per square foot is a much more complex job. Besides

doing all the basics, your improvements could include a lot of rough

work, such as framing, plumbing, HVAC, and electrical and sheetrock

repairs. 
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Improvement Complexity Comparison

Cost Square Feet Cost/SQ FT Improvements

$30,000 5,000 $6 The basics such as paint, carpet, 
new fixtures

$30,000 1,000 $30 The basics plus roof, cabinets, 
countertops, tile and rough work 
like framing, plumbing, HVAC, 
electrical, sheetrock
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els is replacing. These are jobs in which you’re replacing a lot of

sheetrock; replacing bathtubs, tile, and walk-in showers; and

replacing the cabinetry, doors, and trim. Remodels also involve

widening any openings. 

4. Restructure (around $40 per square foot). Restructuring is every-

thing in the first three categories plus making major layout

changes (moving or adding a bathroom, increasing the size of the

kitchen, building an addition, etc.).

Next, assign the finish level (basic, standard, or designer; custom is

never a rule of thumb) that you selected in your improvement plan. Then,

using the grid in Figure 6-6, you can quickly get the cost-per-square-foot

rule of thumb for your construction project. 

Figure 6-6 The FLIP Rule-of-Thumb Guidelines

For example, with a standard rehab on a house with 1,000 square feet,

your rule-of-thumb cost of improvements would be $15,000 (1,000 square

feet multiplied by $15 per square foot). The dollar amounts may change,

depending on how you define the finish levels for your target market, but

you can adjust them on the basis of the objectives for the project. 

The numbers in this grid are rough, but they come from our analysis

of real investment projects. To illustrate this, Figure 6-7 shows what the

first $21 per square foot looks like in a standard finish-out–level invest-

ment house in our market: Austin, Texas.

Estimate Improvement Costs 155

The FLIP Rule-of-Thumb Guidelines
Basic Standard Designer

1.  Make-Hab $3 $5 $7

2.  Rehab $12 $15 $18

3.  Remodel $20 $25 $30

4.  Restructure $35 $40 $45

(Improvement Costs Per Square Foot)
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Figure 6-7 Improvement Costs per Square Foot for a Standard Finish-Out

These are the most common tasks in the rehab category, but it’s rare

to have to do all of them on the same rehab. Thus, for a standard rehab

in our rule-of-thumb guidelines, we estimate $15 per square foot, which

includes most but not all of these common tasks. We filled in the rest of

the numbers in the grid in the same way.

156 Stage Two: ANALYZE

Improvement Costs Per Square Foot for a Standard Finish-Out

Trade Category  Cost/
SQ FT

% of
Total Description

1 Cleanout $0.75 4% Light demolition, includes one 40-yard dumpster

2 Broken Window Glass $0.15 1% Replace glass only

3 Rough Carpentry $0.60 3% Repairs only—includes replacing some rotted
studs and subfloor inside and some rotted fascia

4 Roof $1.95 9% 20-year tear off and re-shingle for a one-story

5 HVAC New System $2.80 13% New ducts, new inside and outside unit, vents
and thermostat

6 HVAC Thermostat and Grills Only $0.25 1% Programmable thermostat and new air vents
7 Service Panel Upgrade $0.80 4% Service Panel Upgrade
8 New Bathtubs $0.40 2% New Bathtubs
9 Drywall $0.70 3% Equivalent to sheetrocking about 18% of the house
10 Cabinetry $2.00 10% Standard stock oak—includes installation

11 Doors $0.45 2% Includes a basic prehung metal front door plus
two interior prehung doors and trim

12 Trim $0.25 1% Includes replacing some baseboards, window
sills, window aprons, and some repairs

13 Garage Door $0.60 3% Standard aluminum, no windows
14 Interior Paint $1.50 7% Interior two-color paint job
15 Exterior Paint $1.00 5% Exterior two-color paint job
16 Countertops $0.30 2% Plastic laminate like Formica or Wilsonart
17 Tile Tub Surrounds $0.50 2% Standard 4" x 4" tile plus installation

18

Electrical Fixtures $0.80 4% Includes installing new GFCI outlets; replacing
some broken outlets, switches and jacks; new
faceplates; new standard lights; fans; smoke
detectors plus installation

19 Plumbing Fixtures $0.50 2% Includes standard kitchen sink, faucet, bathroom
faucets, toilets, toilet seats and installation cost

20 Plumbing Hot Water Heater $0.45 2% 40-gallon hot water heater
21 Flooring $2.14 10% 20% tile at $4/SF and 80% carpet at 1.55/SF)

22
Hardware and Accessories $0.40 2% Includes doorknobs, doorstops, towel bars,

paper holders, bathroom mirrors, house
numbers

23 Appliances $1.00 5% Standard: stove, dishwasher, microwave,
disposal and installation cost

24 Interim and Final Cleanings $0.20 1% Sweep, dust, tub, windows, countertops, floors
25 Landscaping $0.45 2% Landscaping: shrubs, flowers, mulch

TOTAL $20.94 100%
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Again, it is important to remember that this method of calculating the

improvement price per square foot is intended to give you a ballpark fig-

ure fast. You must always confirm these numbers with a comprehensive,

accurate cost estimate before closing on a house. 

You now know the three ways to estimate the improvements costs for

a house. Before we move on to calculating the quiet costs for a flip, let’s

quickly revisit our 1202 Fence Post Trail example. To focus more time on

our lead generation efforts, we decided to have a general contractor do

the work for us. His estimate came back at $40,000, or $20 per square

foot, for this designer rehab (Figure 6-8).

Figure 6-8 1202 Fence Post Trail: Improvement Costs

We’ll revisit this example in Chapter 7, where we determine the quiet

costs. 
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Improvement Costs
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Improvement Costs $40,000
– Quiet Costs
– Minimum Profit
= Maximum Offer

POINTS TO REMEMBER

If there is one area where investors make the most mistakes, it

is estimating the cost of repairs and improvements. These costs often

are miscalculated or missed completely, robbing the investor of

some or all of the profit. Not only can miscalculations eat up profit,

they can cause a cascading effect that can interrupt your schedule

severely, costing you even more money in holding and quiet costs.

Taking the time to understand and master estimating, even before
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We love watching television shows about flipping houses, but with

some of the shows, we find ourselves yelling at the TV when they calcu-

late profit. They start with the selling price and then simply subtract the

purchase price and improvement costs while completely ignoring all the

other costs associated with flipping houses. “Hey, what about real estate

commissions, loan interest, and property taxes?” 

The myriad costs associated with flipping a house may not make for

good TV, but those costs can silently eat up most, if not all, of your prof-

it unless you plan for them. These costs are sneaky: They can surprise

you and creep up on you to steal away your profits. That’s why we call

them quiet costs (it’s also why we tend to shout about them). Calculating

your quiet costs is the third part of the FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

(Figure 7-1).

Figure 7-1 FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

As we illustrate in the 1202 Fence Post Trail example (Figure 7-2), you

could pay the full asking price of $179,000 and still make a nice $31,000

in “TV profit” (if you ignored all the quiet costs).

Figure 7-2 1202 Fence Post Trail: “TV Profit”

160 Stage Two: ANALYZE

FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

Eventual Selling Price

– Improvement Costs

– Quiet Costs

– Minimum Profit

= Maximum Offer

1202 Fence Post Trail: “TV Profit”
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Seller’s Asking Price $179,000
– Improvement Costs $40,000
= “TV Profit” $31,000
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Figure 7-3 illustrates what it really costs to flip 1202 Fence Post Trail.

Note that $33,500 of that TV profit is consumed by quiet costs; if you paid

the full asking price, that would leave you with a loss of $2,500—not

exactly a made-for-TV moment.

Figure 7-3 1202 Fence Post Trail: Full-Price Purchase

In this chapter, we’ll give you all the assumptions and formulas that

go into determining quiet costs. If you’re itching to create elaborate for-

mulas in a spreadsheet or scratch out numbers with a pad and a pocket

calculator, power up your computer or sharpen your pencils and get

ready to dig in. However, if you’d like us to do the math for you, feel free

to skim this chapter and go to our Web site at flipthebook.com to find our

online Maximum Offer calculator. Nevertheless, we think it’s worth tak-

ing the time to understand the concepts even if you use an online calcu-

lator to run the actual numbers. 

Quiet costs tend to come in at about 12 to 15 percent of the eventual

selling price. We group quiet costs into four broad categories: buying

costs, holding costs, cost of money, and selling costs. (Figure 7-4). 

Figure 7-4 Quiet Costs Categories

Account for Quiet Costs 161

1202 Fence Post Trail: Full Price Purchase
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Seller’s Asking Price $179,000
– Improvement Costs $40,000
– Quiet Costs $33,500
= Profit (or Loss in this case) –$2,500

Quiet Costs Categories

1.  Buying Costs The costs incurred when you buy the house

2.  Holding Costs The costs accrued while you own the house

3. Cost of Money The costs related to borrowing the money needed
  to purchase and improve the house

4. Selling Costs The costs incurred when you sell the house
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costs, holding costs, cost of money, and selling costs. (Figure 7-4). 

Figure 7-4 Quiet Costs Categories
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Full Price Purchase
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Seller’s Asking Price $179,000
– Improvement Costs $40,000
– Quiet Costs $33,500
= Profit (or Loss in this case) –$2,500

Quiet Costs Categories

1.  Buying Costs The costs incurred when you buy the house

2.  Holding Costs The costs accrued while you own the house

3. Cost of Money The costs related to borrowing the money needed
  to purchase and improve the house

4. Selling Costs The costs incurred when you sell the house
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1. BUYING COSTS

Buying costs are incurred when you purchase a house. You need to

know the purchase price to get an accurate estimate of those costs. But

since the purpose of this exercise is to determine how much you’re going

to pay for the house, we have a chicken-and-egg problem. The solution is

to use a conservative but educated guess as a substitute for the purchase

price. You will recall from our discussions with the seller that although

he’s asking $179,000, we have a hunch that he would accept an offer in

the range of $150,000. So, we’ll use $150,000 as a substitute for the pur-

chase price, knowing that we may have to fine tune our quiet costs esti-

mate once we have an actual purchase price.

When we say buying costs, we mean the costs to transfer the owner-

ship of the house. This includes fees such as title insurance, inspection,

survey, appraisal, and documentation but not the cost of any money bor-

rowed, which we address separately. Many of these costs often are paid

by the seller in a real estate transaction, but with your value proposition

of quick cash and no hassles, you should plan to pay these costs for the

seller. We estimate about 1.5 percent of our educated-guess purchase

price for buying costs. In our example, the closing costs are $2,250

($150,000 multiplied by 1.5 percent) (Figure 7-5).

Figure 7-5 1202 Fence Post Trail: Buying Costs

162 Stage Two: ANALYZE

1202 Fence Post Trail: Buying Costs
Buying Costs $2,250

+ Holding Costs
+ Cost of Money
+ Selling Costs
= Quiet Costs
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2. HOLDING COSTS

Holding costs are the various costs that accrue during the time you

own the house. These costs consist primarily of property taxes, insurance,

utilities, and maintenance costs such as cleaning and yard service. But

there may be other costs specific to the house, such as condo or neigh-

borhood association dues. 

These costs vary greatly from deal to deal. However, after analyzing

hundreds of flips, we have found that taking 1.5 percent of the educated-

guess purchase price gives us a simple but surprisingly accurate estimate.

At Fence Post Trail, the holding costs come to $2,250 ($150,000 multiplied

by 1.5 percent) (Figure 7-6). 

Figure 7-6 1202 Fence Post Trail: Holding Costs

You probably noticed that this is the same formula we used for buy-

ing costs. Thus, once you’ve done this a few times, the obvious shortcut

is to calculate buying costs and holding costs in one step by taking 3 per-

cent of the educated-guess purchase price.

3. COST OF MONEY
The next category of quiet costs is the cost associated with borrowing

the money you need for the flip. There are three components to calculat-

ing the cost of money:

1. Loan amount
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Holding Costs
Buying Costs $2,250

+ Holding Costs $2,250
+ Cost of Money
+ Selling Costs
= Quiet Costs
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updates to 2,500-square-foot suburban houses, whereas our rehabs were

for centrally located 1,000-square-foot major remodels. Although the total

rehab cost is the same, there’s a big difference in the improvement costs

per square foot ($16 per square foot versus $40 per square foot). 

The same number we use to get a quick estimate of improvement costs

turns out to be an excellent way to estimate the time it takes to fix up a

house. By dividing the cost per square foot by 10, you get the number of

months you should plan for fixing up the house. Add two and a half

months to market and sell the house once the fix is complete and you have

an estimate of the number of months you will hold the house (Figure 7-7). 

Figure 7-7 HomeFixers Holding Time Formula

Ever since that day, we have used this formula at HomeFixers to esti-

mate the holding time for rehabs.

In the example on 1202 Fence Post Trail, we estimated the improve-

ment costs to be $40,000 on a 2,000-square-foot house, or $20 per square

foot. Dividing 20 by 10 gives us two months for the fix-up. With the addi-

tional two and a half months of overhead, we estimate that we will hold

1202 Fence Post Trail for a total of four and a half months (Figure 7-8).

Figure 7-8 1202 Fence Post Trail: Holding Time
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HomeFixers Holding Time Formula
Improvement Cost per SQ FT

÷ 10
= Months to Improve House
+ 2.5 Months to Market and Sell
= Total Holding Time

1202 Fence Post Trail: Holding Time

Cost/SQ FT $20

Months to Fix 2

Overhead Months 2.5

Months Holding the House 4.5
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With an estimate of how many months you’re going to hold the

house, you are able to calculate how much money you will pay per

month in interest. 

LOAN TERMS

The third and final component of the cost of money is the terms of

the loan. Our lender for Fence Post Trail is charging an interest rate of 12

percent per year, which is equal to 1 percent per month. One percent of

the loan amount of $170,000 is $1,700. This means we’ll pay $1,700 in

interest every month the loan is out. Multiplying by the four and a half

months we expect to hold the house gives us an estimate of $7,650 in

interest (Figure 7-9).

Figure 7-9 1202 Fence Post Trail: Loan Interest

In addition to interest, our lender probably will require us to pay

points that are due at the time we close on the loan. A point is simply 1

percent of the loan. In our example, the lender charges us 3 points. Three

percent of $170,000 comes to $5,100. Adding the interest and points gives

us a total cost of money of $12,750 (Figure 7-10).

Figure 7-10 1202 Fence Post Trail: Total Cost of Money

166 Stage Two: ANALYZE

1202 Fence Post Trail: Loan Interest

Interest per Month $1,700

x Months Holding the House 4.5

= Total Cost of Money $7,650

1202 Fence Post Trail: Total Cost of Money

Interest $  7,650

Points $  5,100

=

+

Total Cost of Money $12,750
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We now have values for the first three categories of the quiet costs

(Figure 7-11). Let’s move to the final category: selling costs.

Figure 7-11 1202 Fence Post Trail: Cost of Money

4. SELLING COSTS

Selling costs include the costs associated with actually putting the

house on the market and getting it sold. The two main components of sell-

ing costs are real estate agent commissions and closing costs, which gen-

erally total about 6.5 percent of the eventual selling price (Figure 7-12).

Figure 7-12 Selling Costs

It’s likely you will pay 3 percent of your eventual selling price (ESP)

to a real estate agent representing the buyer. You also should plan to pay

2 to 3 percent more to have a professional handle the sale for you. You

may be able to save some money by selling the property yourself, but as

a real estate investor, you will find that your time is much better spent
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Cost of Money
Buying Costs $2,250

+ Holding Costs $2,250
+ Cost of Money $12,750
+ Selling Costs
= Quiet Costs

Selling Costs

Real Estate Agent
Commissions

The fees you pay to a real estate agent to
market the house, negotiate, and close the
sale

Closing Costs The amount you pay when you close on the
house (title, survey, appraisal, etc.)
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looking for the next house. And you may not be familiar with all the pro-

cedures and legal issues involved in closing a real estate transaction. It is

a lot more complicated than most people realize.

You may recall from the Overview that you need a team to succeed

consistently in real estate investing. In our experience, good real estate

agents pay for themselves by finding and attracting the right buyers and

then handling all the details related to closing. In the example at Fence

Post Trail, we chose to work with an agent we had worked with in the

past, and she offered to list the property for a 2 percent commission—3

percent for the buyer’s agent plus 2 percent for the listing agents means

we’ll use 5 percent for our total real estate agent commissions.

The same kind of closing costs that you paid at the time you bought

the house (title, survey, appraisal, etc.) need to be paid again when you

sell it. Some of these costs may be paid by the buyer, but it’s likely you

will have at least some closing costs. We use 1.5 percent of the ESP to

estimate those costs. At 6.5 percent of the ESP, the selling costs for 1202

Fence Post Trail total $16,250 ($250,000 multiplied by 6.5 percent)

(Figure 7-13).

Figure 7-13 1202 Fence Post Trail: Selling Costs

That’s our formula for calculating the quiet costs associated with a

flip. Taking the time to count these costs before making an offer will help

ensure that you achieve a great profit on your flips, and you may find

yourself shouting at the TV right along with us.
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Selling Costs
Buying Costs $  2,250

+ Holding Costs $  2,250
+ Cost of Money $12,750
+ Selling Costs $16,250
= Quiet Costs $33,500
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The total quiet costs for 1202 Fence Post Trail are $33,500. This is 13.4

percent of the ESP, right in the middle of our rule-of-thumb range of 12

to 15 percent (Figure 7-14).

Figure 7-14 1202 Fence Post Trail: Quiet Costs

There is only one part of the FLIP Maximum Offer Formula remain-

ing. In Chapter 8, we’ll set the amount of profit we need to make on 1202

Fence Post Trail on the basis of the risk of the flip.
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Quiet Costs
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Improvement Costs $40,000
– Quiet Costs $33,500
– Minimum Profit
= Maximum Offer

POINTS TO REMEMBER

The quiet costs associated with flipping houses often are over-

looked when one is estimating the potential profit of a flip, hence the

“quiet” in quiet costs. Taking the time to calculate the quiet costs

carefully before you make an offer will help ensure that you will

receive a great profit on a flip. Quiet costs are grouped into four

broad categories: buying costs, holding costs, cost of money, and

selling costs.

Buying costs and holding costs will each be about 1.5 percent of

your eventual selling price (ESP) for a total of 3 percent. The cost of

money will depend on how much you borrow, for how long, and at

what terms. Selling costs will typically be about 6.5 percent of ESP.

Together, your total quiet costs will usually be between 12 and 15

percent of your ESP. Don’t let quiet costs sneak up on you.
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Flipping houses for the careless or uninformed can be risky. Our goal

with this book is to give you the knowledge and the systems to reduce that

risk as much as possible. So far, we’ve reduced risk by getting firm

answers to tough questions such as the following: What will the house sell

for once it’s fixed up? How much will the improvements cost? and How

much will my quiet costs be from the time I buy it to the time I sell it?

Now it’s time for the fun part: How much profit should I expect to make

from my flip? The final part of the FLIP Maximum Offer Formula is the min-

imum profit number that bases a reward level on the risks (Figure 8-1).

Figure 8-1 FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

We often hear investors say that they want to make a specific mini-

mum profit, such as $10,000, on every flip. Other investors completely

ignore a profit calculation. They’re happy to take whatever money is left

after they pay all their expenses. In our opinion, there is too much uncer-

tainty in flipping a house to be so flippant about the profits. We tie the

minimum profit to the specific risks associated with a flip.

There are two main factors that increase the risk of a flip: the eventual

selling price and the complexity of the rehab. We take both of these risk fac-

tors into consideration by dividing minimum profit into two components: a

base profit calculated from the eventual selling price and a rehab risk prof-

it that increases with the complexity of the improvements (Figure 8-2).

In our experience, total profits usually fall between 10 and 20 percent

of the eventual selling price. As with the quiet costs, you can go online

to flipthebook.com to calculate the minimum profit for a flip. 

172 Stage Two: ANAYLZE

FLIP Maximum Offer Formula

Eventual Selling Price

– Improvement Costs

– Quiet Costs

– Minimum Profit

= Maximum Offer
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Figure 8-2 The Two Components of Minimum Profit

1. BASE PROFIT

The first component in determining how much you should make from

a flip is a base profit amount, which for us is simply 10 percent of the

eventual selling price. We link base profit to the selling price because as

you may recall, your risk increases as the selling price increases (the

higher the selling price, the higher the base profit). For the 1202 Fence

Post Trail example, 10 percent of the selling price of $250,000 gives you a

base profit amount of $25,000.

2. REHAB RISK PROFIT

The second component in determining the minimum profit is based

on the complexity of the improvements. This is a key part of the FLIP

Maximum Offer Formula because it directly associates the most unpre-

dictable part of a flip—fixing the house—with the profit you will receive.

We first looked at the improvement costs per square foot when doing

a quick estimate of improvement costs by using rules of thumb. The same

number showed up again when we calculated how long it takes to hold

a house. We now go back to improvement costs per square foot for the

third time to assess the risk of a flip. As the improvement cost per square

foot increases, the complexity of the work increases. 
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The Two Components of Minimum Profit

1. Base Profit A percentage of ESP that you should
receive for every flip

2. Rehab Risk Profit Additional profit that you should
receive based on the complexity of
the improvements
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Figure 8-3 Rehab Complexity

Your risk is tied directly to this complexity because with complexity

comes unpredictability. Fresh paint and new carpet have very predictable

outcomes. But as you increase the complexity to include improvements

in areas such as the plumbing and electrical systems, the predictability

quickly decreases. By increasing your minimum profit as the rehab gets

less predictable, you are building in a profit level that matches your risk. 

We recommend that for every $5 per square foot in construction costs

you add 1 percent of the eventual selling price (ESP) to your base profit.

For 1202 Fence Post Trail, the construction costs are $20 per square foot.

Twenty dollars per square foot divided by $5 per square foot is 4, and so

we add 4 percent of the ESP to our required profit. In this example, the

rehab risk profit equals $10,000 (4 percent of $250,000) (Figure 8-4).

Figure 8-4 1202 Fence Post Trail: Rehab Risk and Profit
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Rehab Complexity
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Rehab Risk and Profit
Improvement Cost $20/SQ FT

÷ Rehab Risk Factor $5/SQ FT
= Rehab Risk 4% of ESP
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Combining the base profit of $25,000 and the rehab risk profit of

$10,000 results in a total of $35,000 in minimum profit, or 13.5 percent

of the ESP. This is on the low end of the 10 to 20 percent range you should

expect with most flips. However, because $20 per square foot is not an

overly complex rehab, 13 to 14 percent should be an appropriate profit in

light of the risk (Figure 8-5).

Figure 8-5 1202 Fence Post Trail: Minimum Profit

Clearly, your actual profit depends on the final purchase price and

costs. You can also make more money if you buy the house below the

maximum offer or if you save on improvements. Including a solid profit

in your maximum offer calculation sets you up to make a good profit even

if there are a few bumps along the way. 
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Minimum Profit
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Improvement Costs $40,000
– Quiet Costs $33,500
– Minimum Profit $35,000
= Maximum Offer

FLIPPING POINT

Is it ever okay to make a very small profit margin? Sure it is! The
important thing is matching your profit to your risk. We once bought
and sold a house where we knew the profit was only going to be 4
percent to 6 percent of the ESP—a deal we’d tell most investors to
shy away from. In this case it was a low-risk fix (a $6 per square foot
rehab) and Rick had information about the part of town, the neigh-
borhood, the block, the street, and even the house. It was literally
the house next door! Rick knew his neighborhood was desirable for
investing and that most homes there sold quickly.
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YOUR MAXIMUM OFFER REVEALED

We have done the analysis and crunched all the numbers we need to

determine our maximum offer for 1202 Fence Post Trail. We have deter-

mined that to cover all the costs and make a reasonable profit from rehab-

bing 1202 Fence Post Trail, our maximum offer is $141,500 (Figure 8-6). 

Figure 8-6 1202 Fence Post Trail: Maximum Offer

One of the things we love about flipping houses is that you can make

money in any market, hot or cold. Or as Clay likes to say, flipping is

“appreciation-neutral.” Your profit is not dependent on the house increas-

ing in value. You don’t have to account for appreciation because you don’t

need it to make a profit. You’ve taken luck, good fortune, and timing out

of the equation. Your formula has taken into account all the key cost and

price issues you can accurately estimate. Great flips happen when the esti-

mates are “on the money.” As many wise real estate investors would say,

“you make your money going in.” And when you make the right offer,

that’s exactly what you do.

Now that you know how to determine your maximum offer, we’re on

to the Buy stage, where we cover all the steps from presenting the offer

to closing on the purchase. 
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1202 Fence Post Trail: Maximum Offer
Eventual Selling Price $250,000

– Improvement Costs $40,000
– Quiet Costs $33,500
– Minimum Profit $35,000
= Maximum Offer $141,500
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Before joining Rick at HomeFixers, Clay lived in the world of high-

tech start-ups. Now, as a lender and partner to real estate investors, he

draws on his past experiences as both an entrepreneur raising money and

as an investor evaluating software business ideas. When Clay and his for-

mer business partner, Rob Neville, went out to raise money for their first

start-up, Evity Inc., they lacked the experience of running a software busi-

ness. So they did what most good start-ups do: They captured the funda-

mentals of their business—a solid strategy in a viable market with a team

that could execute—into a business plan that they used to pitch their

business to investors. Clay and Rob were able to raise the money to start

the business, and their investors received a fantastic return when the

business was acquired by a Fortune 500 company. 

The same principles apply to buying, fixing, and selling houses. You

may have found a great house to flip, but to attract financial investors,

you need to demonstrate that you have a plan to realize the profit poten-

tial of the house and have the skills or team in place to execute that plan.

But before we talk in detail about ways you can attract financial

investors, let’s first clarify why it’s important to be able to pay for a house

in full at the closing. With that understanding, we’ll show you how to cre-

ate an investment summary report to pitch your flip to potential sources

of financing. Finally, we’ll cover the two ways of getting the money for a

flip: borrowing and partnering (Figure 9-1).

Figure 9-1 Financing a Flip

192 Stage Three: BUY

Financing a Flip

1. Pay in Full

2. Attract Financial Investors

3. Borrow the Cash for a Flip

4. Partner to Get the Cash for a Flip
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Figure 9-2 FLIP Investment Summary
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TWO WAYS TO GET MONEY

There are two ways to get the cash needed for a flip:

1. Borrowing: taking out a loan that will be repaid with interest

when the flip is complete

2. Partnering: giving an ownership interest in the property to a finan-

cial investor in exchange for the necessary cash

In financial lingo, these methods are debt (borrowing) and equity

(partnering). Both methods have strengths and weaknesses. First, we’ll

explain them both and then we’ll look at an example to see how the two

strategies play out.

For our example, we’ll use the following situation. Let’s say you

found a house that will require $90,000 to buy, fix, and sell: $60,000

to purchase the house and $30,000 in improvement and quiet costs.

Your analysis says that the house will sell for $110,000 when it’s fixed

up (Figure 9-3).

Figure 9-3 Example Flip

If you financed it all yourself, you would stand to make $20,000 in

profit. But in this example we’ll assume you’re using $10,000 of your own

money and need to finance the other $80,000. We’ll revisit this example

flip throughout our discussion of your two financing options. First, we’ll

take a look at financing the flip by borrowing the funds.

196 Stage Three: BUY

Example Flip

Eventual Selling Price $110,000
– Improvement and Quiet Costs $30,000
– Purchase Price $60,000
– Expected Profit $20,000
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ments, you will receive funds only after certain construction milestones

are reached. In this way, the lender ensures that the money is being used

to improve the value of the house, thus protecting the investment.

Unlike institutional loans, private money loans are not backed by a

government-funded entity. Thus, you can expect to pay a much higher

interest rate for a private money loan as opposed to a loan from a bank or

mortgage company. Typical rates range from 10 to 20 percent interest with

3 to 10 points (a point is 1 percent of the loan amount) due at closing. 

The biggest positive for private money loans is the ability to close

quickly: in a matter of days rather than weeks. Many private money loans

have other perks, such as deferred payments for the first six months. This

may cost a little more in interest but can be a nice benefit during the

rehab process, when cash is tight. Figure 9-4 summarizes the differences

between institutional lending and private money lending.

Arrange Financing 199

FLIPPING POINT

Watch out for prepayment penalty clauses in private money loans.
You may be required to pay for a number of months of interest, such
as six months, even if you pay off the loan sooner. If you are con-
sidering a quick sale to another investor, you could be hit with a big
penalty for paying off the loan early.

Institutional Lending versus Private Money Lending

Institutional Lending Private Money Lending

Interest Rate 5–7% since the 1990s 10–20%
Points 0–2% 3–10%
Closing Costs Similar Similar
Closing Time 4 weeks or more A few days
Qualifying Personal credit and

income
The value of the house

Figure 9-4 Institutional Lending versus Private Lending
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Let’s revisit our example deal and now see how it would look if you

financed the flip by borrowing the $80,000 (73 percent LTV) from a pri-

vate money lender. Assuming an annual interest rate of 12 percent for six

months and 4 points down, you would pay $8,000 in loan interest and

fees ($4,800 for the six months of interest plus $3,200 for the four points

down). Your cost of money in this scenario lowers your expected profit

from $20,000 to $12,000 (Figure 9-5).

Figure 9-5 Borrowing with a Loan at 12 Percent with 4 Points

PARTNERING

When you finance a flip by borrowing, you keep all the profits of the

deal but have to pay a lender for the use of his money. In partnering, there

is no additional cost of money, but you share the profits with a financial

investor by giving her an ownership (equity) interest in the property.

This begs the question, “How much ownership do I give a partner?” The

conventional wisdom in flipping houses is to start with a 50-50 split if one

partner is doing all the work (finding, analyzing, and managing the fix-up

of the houses) and the other partner is supplying all the funds. You then

make adjustments on the basis of the specifics of the partnership. For exam-

ple, if you are supplying 20 percent of the necessary funds and doing all the

work and your partner is supplying 80 percent of the funds, you may split

the profits, with 60 percent for you and 40 percent for your partner. You and

your partner will need to work out a split that you both consider fair.

200 Stage Three: BUY

Borrowing with a 4 Point, 12 Percent Interest Loan
Eventual Selling Price $110,000

– Improvement and Quiet Costs $30,000
– Purchase Price $60,000
– Cost of Money $8,000
– Expected Profit $12,000
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For our flips in Texas, we create a unique limited liability company

(LLC) for almost every flip. This structure not only defines the ownership

interest but also provides liability protection and makes the allocation of

income tax responsibilities straightforward. We encourage you to consult

an attorney and a tax adviser to choose the business structure that is best

for your situation. Even if you are not taking on partners, you should con-

sider creating a business for your flipping activities that provides person-

al liability protection.

Let’s return to our example flip again and now assume that you

financed the example flip through an equity partner who provides the

$80,000 and takes a 40 percent ownership interest in the house. In this

scenario, your expected profit also will be $12,000 (60 percent of

$20,000) (Figure 9-6). 

Figure 9-6 Partnership with a 40 Percent Equity Partner

COMPARING BORROWING AND PARTNERING

You may have noticed in Figures 9-5 and 9-6 that if the example flip

worked out exactly as planned, financing through both borrowing and

partnering would result in a $12,000 net profit for you. The differences

between the two methods become apparent when things go better or

worse than expected. Figure 9-7 shows what happens when things go

very well—when the actual selling price is $130,000 rather than the

$110,000 you estimated.

202 Stage Three: BUY

Partnering with a 40 Percent Equity Partner
Eventual Selling Price $110,000

– Improvement and Quiet Costs $30,000
– Purchase Price $60,000
= Total Profit $20,000

Your 60% Share of the Profit $12,000
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Figure 9-7 Borrowing versus Partnering with a $130,000 Selling Price

If you financed with an equity partner, your 60 percent share of the prof-

its would be $24,000, whereas in the borrowing scenario, your profit would

be $32,000. Note that in both of the borrowing scenarios, you pay $8,000

for the cost of money regardless of how much you sell the house for. This

is great if you sell for more than you expected, but let’s look at what hap-

pens if the flip doesn’t go as well as you planned. Figure 9-8 shows the

results if you sold for $90,000 instead of the $110,000 you estimated.

Figure 9-8 Borrowing versus Partnering with a $90,000 Selling Price

Selling at $90,000 was breakeven in the partner scenario. You

received no profit for the deal. You got back your $10,000, and your part-

Arrange Financing 203

Borrowing versus Partnering with a $130,000 Selling Price

Borrow Partner

Selling Price $130,000 Selling Price $130,000

– Improvement and
Quiet Costs $30,000 – Improvement and

Quiet Costs $30,000

– Purchase Price $60,000 – Purchase Price $60,000

– Cost of Money $8,000 = Total Profit $40,000

= Your Profit $32,000 Your Profit $24,000

Borrowing versus Partnering with a $90,000 Selling Price
Borrow Partner

Selling Price $90,000 Selling Price $90,000

– Improvement and
Quiet Costs $30,000 – Improvement and

Quiet Costs $30,000

– Purchase Price $60,000 – Purchase Price $60,000

– Cost of Money $8,000 = Total Profit $0

= Your Profit (LOSS!) –$8,000 Your Profit $0
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Figure 9-7 Borrowing versus Partnering with a $130,000 Selling Price

If you financed with an equity partner, your 60 percent share of the prof-

its would be $24,000, whereas in the borrowing scenario, your profit would

be $32,000. Note that in both of the borrowing scenarios, you pay $8,000

for the cost of money regardless of how much you sell the house for. This

is great if you sell for more than you expected, but let’s look at what hap-

pens if the flip doesn’t go as well as you planned. Figure 9-8 shows the

results if you sold for $90,000 instead of the $110,000 you estimated.

Figure 9-8 Borrowing versus Partnering with a $90,000 Selling Price

Selling at $90,000 was breakeven in the partner scenario. You

received no profit for the deal. You got back your $10,000, and your part-
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Borrowing versus Partnering with a $130,000 Selling Price

Borrow Partner

Selling Price $130,000 Selling Price $130,000

– Improvement and
Quiet Costs $30,000 – Improvement and

Quiet Costs $30,000

– Purchase Price $60,000 – Purchase Price $60,000

– Cost of Money $8,000 = Total Profit $40,000

= Your Profit $32,000 Your Profit $24,000

Borrowing versus Partnering with a $90,000 Selling Price
Borrow Partner

Selling Price $90,000 Selling Price $90,000

– Improvement and
Quiet Costs $30,000 – Improvement and

Quiet Costs $30,000

– Purchase Price $60,000 – Purchase Price $60,000

– Cost of Money $8,000 = Total Profit $0

= Your Profit (LOSS!) –$8,000 Your Profit $0
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ner received the $80,000 he or she put in, but neither of you made a

penny of profit off the flip. Putting in all that effort and having nothing

to show for it is certainly bad news, but it will be much worse if you

financed the deal by borrowing the money. In this case, $88,000 of the

entire $90,000 goes to paying off the loan principal, interest, and fees.

There’s only $2,000 left to pay for the $10,000 you contributed to the flip,

and so you’re left with an $8,000 loss. This scenario actually could be

worse because it’s likely you would keep the house on the market for a

long time before finally discounting it by $20,000. During that time you

would owe even more interest on the loan.

In short, taking on an equity partner reduces the amount you profit

from a deal because you are sharing the profits with another party. But

when you’re sharing the profits, you’re also sharing any losses, and so you

reduce your risk when you finance with a partner. With borrowing, you

keep all the net profits to yourself, but only after you pay back the lender.

You have an agreement with the lender stating that you will pay back all

the money you borrowed and the interest regardless of how the flip works

out. If the flip goes wrong, you may not have enough money to pay off the

lender and will end up losing money on the deal. Figure 9-9 summarizes

the differences between the two approaches.

Figure 9-9 Comparing Borrowing and Partnering

It is quite common to have a mix of both debt and equity partner

financing. Taking out a loan and sharing the profits with a partner can

204 Stage Three: BUY

Comparing Borrowing and Partnering
Borrowing Partnering

Profit All Yours Shared with Partners
Risk All Yours Shared with Partners
Repayment Loan Must be Repaid with Interest No Obligation to Repay
Cost of Money Interest, Points, and Fees None
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requires that you develop a relationship with the seller. Even if you or the

buyer are working with a real estate agent, we recommend that everyone

sit around the table to discuss the deal. Because your best offer will be

substantially lower than the retail value of the house, just sending an

offer may insult or offend the seller. Without an explanation of who you

are and what you can do for the seller, you may never get a response. The

best way to establish trust with a seller is face to face; that allows you to

tactfully present the merits of your offer and demonstrate your desire to

treat the seller fairly. 

If you’ve ever bought or sold a home, you know that the following

maxim almost always holds true: “A homeowner thinks the house is

worth more than it is and needs less work than it does.” We’ve seen that

even when sellers are in distressed situations, they cling to those notions.

This makes it likely that you’ll need to directly address the truth about

the market value and condition of the property with the seller. In addi-

tion, you’ll need to communicate your intentions so that the seller under-

stands that you are a business person and need to profit from the buy, fix,

and sale of the house.

Although you don’t have to go as far as our investor friend and

require the seller to sign a document, you should present the seller with

a personal cover letter that accompanies your offer. If you’re able to meet

with the seller in person, you’ll probably discuss all the elements in the

letter in the course of your conversation. Figure 10-2 lists the seven ele-

ments that should be included.

Present the Offer 209

Two Steps to Presenting an Offer

1. Establish Trust 2. Make the Offer

Figure 10-1 Two Steps to Presenting an Offer
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Figure 10-2 Seven Elements in Establishing Trust

1. AN AWARENESS OF THE SELLER’S SITUATION

Demonstrate that you are aware of the seller’s situation. If you have

done your homework and qualified the house and seller, you should

understand why the seller is interested in selling the house. A quick sum-

mary of the seller’s situation serves as a reminder of the seller’s motiva-

tion to sell the house quickly and for below retail market value. 

2. YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION

State your value proposition of fast cash and no hassles. Follow up the

discussion of the seller’s motivation with an explanation of how you can

help alleviate the seller’s problems by offering a fast and easy closing.

3. YOUR ABILITY TO CLOSE

Provide evidence of your ability to pay in full and pay quickly. Prove

to the seller that you are capable of coming up with the necessary cash

210 Stage Three: BUY

Seven Elements in Establishing Trust

1. An Awareness of the Seller’s Situation

2. Your Value Proposition

3. Your Ability to Close

4. The Improvement Costs

5. The Quiet Costs

6. Your Expected Profit

7. The Cost to Sell at Market Value
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Present the Offer 213

Sample Cover Letter

Dear Mr. Foster,

      Thank you for the opportunity to make an offer on the house at 123 Elm 
Street. I understand that you are facing foreclosure and would like to sell your 
house as easily and quickly as possible. I am prepared to pay cash for your 
house and can close five days after the contract is signed. Please see the 
attached commitment letter from my lender stating that they will provide 
funds within five business days of my request.

      As we discussed on the phone, I operate a business that buys houses, fixes 
them up, and sells them for profit. If I purchase the property, I estimate I will 
need to spend $22,500 to fix and update the house. The major repairs include 
interior and exterior paint, new carpet, a new roof, new kitchen cabinets and 
countertops, and replacing the vinyl flooring with tile.

      During the four to five months that I hold the house, I calculate that I will 
incur about $17,000 in closing costs, loan interest, real estate agent 
commissions, property taxes, insurance, utilities, and maintenance. If everything 
goes as planned I hope to make about $14,500 when I resell the property after
making the improvements.

      For you to sell the property to a non-investor,  you would need to take 
on all the repairs and some of the updates referenced in the costs above. 
Keep in mind that to do this, you will also probably need to get a real estate 
agent to list the house, be prepared to wait the typical time it takes to sell a 
house, and pay your own selling costs.

      Please consider my offer. I am willing to buy the house in its current 
condition and do all the work required to sell it to a non-investor. I believe it 
is a fair price for the house given its condition and your desire to sell quickly. 
I look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,

Jane Buyer

President

Jane Buys Houses

555-1212

Figure 10-3 Sample Cover Letter
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Figure 10-4 The Five Components of Your Offer

1. PURCHASE PRICE

The purchase price is the price you are offering for the house. The

reality of buying and selling houses is that there is almost always a little

back-and-forth haggling over the purchase price. As long as you can agree

on a purchase price that is at or below your maximum offer, you should

be happy. Leave yourself a little wiggle room so that you can raise the

price during negotiations and still reach agreement for a price below your

maximum offer.

2. EARNEST MONEY

Earnest money is a deposit that demonstrates to the seller that you are

a serious buyer. The house effectively is taken off the market when a con-

tract is signed, and so the seller wants some assurance that the buyer will

not back out. The amount is as low as you can negotiate with the seller,

but 1 percent of the purchase price is common. In a competitive situation,

you may want to increase the earnest money to show that you are really

interested in buying the house. If the seller accepts your offer, you should

deposit the earnest money in an escrow account at a title or escrow com-

pany that will handle the closing. 

214 Stage Three: BUY

The Five Components of  Your Offer

1. Purchase Price

2. Earnest Money

3. Closing Costs

4. Closing Date

5. Acceptance Date
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The third and final part of the Buy stage includes all the activities that

take place after you get an accepted contract through the time when you

sign the closing documents and take ownership of the house. Getting to

an accepted offer is the tough part. The closing process for an investment

house is fairly straightforward and is similar to the closing for any

house—it just happens faster. Along the way there are a few things you

want to keep in mind as a real estate investor. We’ve organized this

process into ten steps to guide you through closing on the purchase of an

investment property (Figure 11-1).

Figure 11-1 Ten Steps to Closing on a House

The exact closing process varies from state to state, but the concepts

are the same. As with drafting a contract, consult with a real estate agent

or attorney for at least your first few flips to get comfortable with the

process.

220 Stage Three: BUY

Ten Steps to Closing on a House

 1. Set up escrow

 2. Arrange inspections

 3. Confirm improvement cost estimate

 4. Order property survey

 5. Request settlement statement

 6. Prepare financing

 7. Review title search report

 8. Arrange property insurance

 9. Prepare for improvements

10. Sign closing documents
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Let’s get ready to rehab! 

Running a successful rehab project is essential to earning a profit.

And with careful up-front planning, you’ll be in a position to manage a

smooth rehab. The improvement budget that you created in the Analyze

stage is the basis for the detailed step-by-step construction plan you will

put together in this stage. 

A good construction plan answers five fundamental questions (Figure

12-1). In this chapter, we’ll build on the work we started in the Analyze

stage to create a plan that provides practical answers to these questions.

Figure 12-1 The Five Components of a Construction Plan

FROM IMPROVEMENT BUDGET TO
CONSTRUCTION PLAN

If those first three questions seem familiar, it is because you answered

them in the Analyze stage. When you were still considering whether to

buy a promising investment property, it was crucial to come up with the

improvement costs to enable you to make a sound offer. You went

through each area of the house room by room, inside and out, listing

problems that needed to be addressed (the must-dos) along with areas of

potential that could be revealed (the should-dos and could-dos).

244 Stage Four: FIX

The Five Components of a Construction Plan

1. Scope: What work needs to be done?

2. Specs: What materials are needed?

3. Budget: How much will the work cost?

4. Sequence: When to schedule the work?

5. Trades: Who does the work?
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Next, you took the list and quickly put together an improvement

budget based on contractor estimates, your own experience, or rules of

thumb. What you ended up with was a list of tasks with accompanying

choices of materials and associated costs that probably looked something

like the list in Figure 12-2. 

Figure 12-2 Typical Kitchen Tasks: Improvement Budget

Let’s take a closer look at the first three questions to see how the

work from the Analyze stage carries forward to the Fix stage.

Plan the Work 245

Typical Kitchen Tasks: Improvement Budget

Task QTY Material Total Cost

Install faucet 1 Delta $135

Install tile backsplash 38 SQ FT Tile $475

Install new laminate countertops 25 LF
Wilsonart, 
Mystique Mount

$450

Install pendant lights 3 Candy apple red $270

Install gas range 1 GE, stainless $750

Install cabinet hardware 32 Brushed nickel,
knobs

$128

Plumb ice-maker line for 
ice-maker box

1 plastic, single 
lever, 1/4 turn 
valve

$110

Install GFCI Outlets 3 EA Leviton, ivory $90

Install new cabinets 24 LF Stock, oak, 36" $3,000

Install tile floor 150 SQ FT Tile $825

Install sink 1 Sterling $135
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Steps answer the last two questions of when the work is done and

who does it. Figure 12-4 on pages 250 and 251 shows how HomeFixers

has come up with (and ordered) fifty steps that work for almost any kind

of rehab project. The steps are grouped into six stages for a broader way

to look at a rehab project, which can be very handy when you’re com-

municating with lenders and partners who want a bird’s eye view of how

the work is progressing. We’ve also included the trade—who performs

the many tasks that roll up into each step (e.g., T: plumber)—as well as

any prerequisite steps (e.g., P: 36, 37, 38) that need to be completed

before the next step can start.  

For example, for step 45, Appliances, we would recommend that you

use a turnkey trade: a builder’s appliance company. But before you call

that company, certain prerequisite steps must be completed. The electri-

cal has to be done (step 41), the plumbing has to be in place (step 40),

and the floors have to be finished (steps 37 and 38). Any steps that don’t

have prerequisites can be started at the same time. In fact, for the aver-

248 Stage Four: FIX

Step #32: Interior Doors, Trim, and Millwork: Trim Carpenter

Task Material Cost

Install Interior Door 30", left-handed, six-panel, hollow core $90 EA

Install Baseboards 1" x 6", paint grade, medium density
fiberboard (MDF)

$1.25 LF

Install Door Casing 1" x 4", paint grade, MDF $0.85 LF

Install Crown Molding 3 1/2" colonial cove $1.10 LF

Install Window Sills 1 x window sill stock $0.72 LF

Install Closet Shelves Shelf stock $0.98 LF

Install Shoe Mold Quarter round $0.24 LF

Figure 12-3 Step 32: Interior Doors, Trim, and Millwork: Trim Carpenter
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250

Stage 1
Preconstruction

Step 1

House Secured

T: Locksmith

P: None

Step 2

Plans, Permits &
Filings

T: Architect,
Designer, City/State

P: None

Step 3

House Leveling &
Foundation Repair

T: House Leveling &
Foundation Repair
Co.

P: 2

Step 4

Pest Control

 T: Exterminator

P: 1

Step 5

Temporary
Requirements

T: Vendors

P: 1, 2

Step 6

Plumbing 
Pre-Demo

T: Plumber

P: 5

Step 7

Electrical 
Pre-Demo

T: Electrician

P: 5

Step 8

Demo, Disposal, 
Site Prep

T: Demo Crew

P: 6, 7

Step 9

Engineering Reports

T: Structural Engineer

P: 8

Stage 2
Rough Structure

Step 10

Rough Soil Grading 
& Drainage

T: Landscape Crew

P: 2, 3, 9

Step 11

Rough Plumbing
Under House or
Foundation

T: Plumber

P: 1, 2, 3

Step 12

Framing & Subfloor

T: Framing 
Carpenter

P: 9, 11

Step 13

Roof Decking

T: Framing 
Carpenter

P: 12

Step 14

Exterior Doors

 T: Framing
Carpenter

P: 13

Step 15

Windows & 
Window Glass

T: Window Co.,
Framing Carpenter,
Glass Contractor

P: 12

Step 16

Sheathing, Moisture
Protection, Siding

T: Siding Framing
Carpenter

P: 14, 15

Step 17

Exterior Trim

T: Framing 
Carpenter

P: 16

Step 18

Roof

T: Roofer

P: 17

Stage 3
Major Systems

Step 19

Fireplace

T: Fireplace Vendor

P: 18

Step 20

HVAC

T: HVAC Specialist

P: 19

Step 21

Plumbing in Walls,
Ceiling, Attic

T: Plumber

P: 20

Step 22

Bathtubs & Shower
Pans

T: Plumber

P: 21

Step 23

Rough Electrical

T: Electrician

P: 22

Step 24

Exterior Masonry

T: Mason

P: 23

Step 25

Batt Insulation

T: Merchant,
Handyman,
Insulation Co.

P: 23

Step 26

Concrete Work

T: Concrete Vendor,
Mason

P: 24

HomeFixers Fifty Steps to Rehabbing a House

Figure 12-4
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251

Stage 4
Unfinished
Surfaces

Step 27

Drywall

T: Drywall Crew

P: 25

Step 28

Garage Doors

T: Garage Door Co.

P: 27

Step 29

Gutters

T: Gutter Co.

P: 26

Step 30

Unfinished Wood
Floors Installed

T: Hardwood
Flooring Co.

P: 27

Step 31

Cabinetry

T: Cabinet 
Merchant

P: 30

Step 32

Interior Doors, 
Trim, Millwork

T: Trim Carpenter

P: 31

Step 33

Dust, Sweep, Clean
Before Paint

T: Make-Ready Crew

P: 32

Stage 5
Finished
Surfaces

Step 34

Paint Interior &
Exterior

T: Painter

P: 33

Step 35

Blown Insulation

T: Insulation
Contractor

P: 27

Step 36

Countertops

T: Countertop
Specialist

P: 34

Step 37

Tile

T: Tile Setter

P: 36

Step 38

Vinyl Floors

T: Flooring Co.

P: 34

Step 39

Final HVAC

T: HVAC 
Contractor

P: 34

Step 40

Final Plumbing

T: Plumber

P: 36, 37, 38

Step 41

Final Electrical

T: Electrician

P: 36

Step 42

Finish Wood Floors

T: Hardwood Floor
Co.

P: 39, 40, 41

Stage 6
Final Details

Step 43

Lockout

T: Trim Carpenter

P: 42

Step 44

Mirrors & Shower
Doors

T: Glass Contractor

P: 40, 41

Step 45

Appliances

T: Builder’s 
Appliance Co.

P: 37, 38, 40, 41

Step 46

Carpet

T: Flooring Co.

P: 42, 43, 44, 45

Step 47

Landscaping

T: Landscaping 
Crew

P: 40, 41

Step 48

Final Cleaning &
Make-ready

T: Make-Ready 
Crew

P: 46

Step 49

Accessories & 
Decor

T: Decorating
Companies &
Merchants

P: 48

Step 50

Punch

T: All Trades

P: 48

T = Trade                      P = Prerequisite Step

HomeFixers Fifty Steps to Rehabbing a House

Figure 12-4 HomeFixers’ Fifty Steps to Rehabbing a House
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Congratulations on completing your construction plan. Over time, you’ll

find yourself looking at a task and knowing exactly where it falls in the

process. Next up is assigning the work.

276 Stage Four: FIX

Typical Kitchen Tasks: Construction Plan

Step Task QTY Material Cost Trade

21. Plumbing in Walls,
Ceiling, Attic

Plumb ice-maker line
for ice-maker box

1 Plastic, single lever,
1/4 turn valve

$110 Plumber

23. Rough Electrical Install GFCI Outlets 3 EA Leviton, ivory $90 Electrician

31. Cabinetry Install new cabinets 24 LF Stock, oak, 36" $3,000 Cabinet Co.

36. Countertops Install new laminate
countertops 25 LF Wilsonart, 

Mystique Mount $450 Countertop Co.

37. Tile Install tile backsplash 38 SQ FT Tile $475 Tile Setter

37. Tile Install tile floor 150 SQ FT Tile $825 Tile Setter

40. Final Plumbing Install sink 1 Sterling $135 Plumber

40. Final Plumbing Install faucet 1 Delta $135 Plumber

41. Final Electrical Install pendant lights 3 Candy apple red $270 Electrician

43. Lockout Install cabinet hardware 32 Brushed nickel,
knobs $128 Trim Carpenter

45. Appliances Install gas range 1 GE, stainless $750 Appliance Co.

Figure 12-5 Typical Kitchen Tasks: Construction Plan
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Predictability is everything in the world of house flipping. You’ve

staked your profit on accurately estimating all the variables: the even-

tual selling price, the improvement costs, and the overhead costs.

When it comes to fixing up a house, completing your improvements in

a predictable manner (without serious setbacks or do-overs) is a must.

It is a measure of how well you can stay on schedule, stay on budget,

ensure quality, and navigate unexpected surprises or deal with them

head on.

In assigning the work, you’ll be balancing the need for predictabili-

ty with the desire to minimize costs. There are three main ways to get

the work done in a construction project: hiring a general contractor, hir-

ing specialized trades, and hiring individual workers. Each has its own

level of predictability, cost, and personal involvement. A general con-

tractor is an experienced construction manager who takes responsibili-

ty for the entire project. Specialized trades are typically businesses (e.g.,

a plumbing, countertop, or roofing company) that are highly skilled at

performing a specific task from start to finish. Individual workers sim-

ply show up to do the work, but you’ll have to provide the management

and materials. The challenge with individual workers is that they usu-

ally do not guarantee their work. No matter who you choose, you

always will have oversight responsibility (Figure 13-1). The question is,

How much?

Figure 13-1 Three Ways to Get the Work Done

280 Stage Four: FIX

Three Ways to Get the Work Done

Who You Manage Predictability Cost Personal
Involvement

1. A General Contractor High High Low

2. Specialized Trades High Medium Medium

3. Individual Workers Low Low High
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general contractor is an expert at improving houses and will handle all

the challenging tasks associated with a construction project, from man-

aging the materials, people, and money to solving problems on the fly. 

The general contractor orchestrates the entire rehab project. He’ll take

your vision and objectives for the house and, if necessary, work with

architects and designers to come up with a scope of work, budget, and

timetable (Figure 13-2). 

Figure 13-2 What a Good General Contractor Should Do

When you hire a general contractor, your responsibility is to communi-

cate the improvement plan, objectives, vision, and expectations for the rehab

clearly. Once you’ve approved the budget, scope of work, and specifications,

the construction can begin. You will have milestone meetings to make sure

the job is on track. You may or may not want to be involved in making

design decisions. Finally, you’ll write checks or direct funds from your

lender. That’s it. Everything else is the general contractor’s responsibility.

282 Stage Four: FIX

What a Good General Contractor Should Do

 1. Manage the entire rehab project

 2. Consult with you on your improvement plan

 3. Collaborate with architects and designers

 4. Draw up a comprehensive scope of work and material 
 specifications

 5. Create a budget and timetable

 6. Pull permits and schedule inspections

 7. Schedule, order, and make payments for all materials

 8. Hire, schedule, and make payments for all trades

 9. Ensure adherence to budget, schedule, and quality

10. Manage risk and solve problems that arise
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glance, it is. The same kitchen countertop that Ken, our laminate guy,

charges $315 for might cost $225 or less if our carpenter picked it up

at an improvement center and installed it himself. When we pay for

turnkey trades, we’re paying for predictability: the certainty that the

task can be done for a set amount, at a specific time, and with very

little management. 

That’s why we leave the countertops to Ken. He’s installed over 100

kitchen countertops for us in Austin, and he’s scratched only a couple

of them. The best part is that he calls and tells us about the mistake and

has it corrected within a day (no charge, of course). Our role in man-

aging Ken is simply to ask Camille, our designer (also a specialized

trade), to pick out a laminate design from her sample of hundreds and

call Ken with a style number and the address of the house. That’s it.

Ken orders the material, shows up as scheduled, and installs perfect

countertops.

Using an army of specialists is a great way to build a predictable, con-

sistent house-fixing team. With hundreds of successful rehabs under our

belt, we can say with confidence that hiring specialized or, even better,

turnkey trades is a great way to go.

Assign the Work 285

Specialized Trades
(In Order of Appearance)

1. Locksmith 8. Glass and Mirror
Contractor 15.Sheetrock Crew 22.Paint Contractor

2. Designer 9. Window
Contractor 16.Garage Door

Company 23.Laminate Countertop
Company

3. Exterminator 10.Roofer 17.Gutter Company 24.Granite Countertop
Company

4. Plumber 11.HVAC Specialist 18.Hardwood Floor
Company 25.Tile Company

5. Electrician 12.Mason 19.Cabinet Company 26.Flooring Company

6. Demo and Cleanout
Crew 13. Insulation

Company 20.Trim, Door and Millwork
Carpentry Company 27.Appliance Company

7. Framing Carpenter 14.Concrete Company 21.Cleaning Company 28.Landscape Company

= Turnkey Trades

Figure 13-3 Specialized Trades
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as fix them up. Once you find a house, it takes an average of four to five

months between the time you buy it and the time you sell it (longer if

you’re doing the work yourself). However, if you’re flipping houses as a

Assign the Work 287

FLIPPING POINT

The first $20 per square foot of improvement costs in most rehab
projects is made up of the most predictable and easy-to-manage
tasks. In fact, the first $20 per square foot is full of potential one-call-
wonder tasks. Knowing this, we quantify how difficult a job is to
manage simply by looking at the construction cost per square foot.
Any rehab project that costs less than $20 per square foot in improve-
ment costs is going to be relatively easy to manage, and rehabs that
cost over $20 per square foot will be much tougher. This is a great
way to determine who should manage the project (Figure 13-4).

Figure 13-4 Using Rehab Intensity to Determine Who Should Manage the Work

If your project costs less than $5 per square foot in improvement
costs, you should consider doing it yourself with individual workers.
If it costs $5 to $20 per square foot, you can manage the work using
predominantly specialized trades. If the project costs more than $20
per square foot in improvement costs, you should consider hiring a
general contractor.

Using Rehab Intensity to Determine
Who Should Manage the Work

Rehab Cost/SQ FT Who You Manage

More than $20/SQ FT General Contractor

$5–$20/SQ FT Specialized Trades

Less than $5/SQ FT Individual Workers
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hobby, doing it yourself might be the perfect therapeutic way to make

some extra money each year. 

FINDING AND QUALIFYING CONTRACTORS

Now that you have a better idea about who will help you do the work,

it’s time to start looking for the general contractor, specialized trades, or

individual workers who will help you take the rehab to its completion: a

fully renovated house that is ready to sell. Contractors are precious assets

in the rehab business, and so when you find a great one, you don’t want

to lose him or her. Conversely, when you hire a bad one, you could lose

your profit. In this section, we’ll help you identify some of the ways we find

contractors and make sure they’re qualified to do the job (Figure 13-5).

Figure 13-5 Two Steps to Hiring Contractors

FINDING CONTRACTORS

Here’s the truth: Finding contractors isn’t hard. They’re in business,

they advertise their business, and they want to be found. It can be as easy

as browsing online or in the Yellow Pages or jotting down a number from

a construction site sign or the side of a truck. There are a lot of similari-

ties in the ways you go about finding a general contractor, specialized

trades, and individual workers. Thus, we will refer to all three groups

together as contractors for the purposes of this discussion.

288 Stage Four: FIX

Two Steps to Hiring Contractors

1. Finding 2. Qualifying
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Networking is without a doubt the most powerful way to find con-

tractors. That’s how we have gotten the best contractor referrals for our

business. Getting a contractor through your network often comes with a

built-in reference and can jump-start the qualifying process. Figure 13-6

shows sources that may help you find contractors.

Figure 13-6 Good Sources When Networking for Contractors

QUALIFYING CONTRACTORS

We said above that finding contractors is relatively easy because

they want to be found. Qualifying is another story: Contractors don’t

always want to be found out. In this section, we’ll outline seven factors

Assign the Work 289

Good Sources When Networking for Contractors

1. Real estate investors

– Real estate investor clubs (meetings and email distribution lists)

– Your circle of real estate investors

– Private money lenders

2. Construction professionals

– General contractors and specialized trades

– Merchants, vendors, and supply-store workers

– Architects and interior designers

3. Real estate–related professionals

– Real estate agents

– Lenders specializing in construction loans

– Home inspectors

4. Friends, neighbors, relatives, and coworkers
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to consider to “find out” if a contractor is going to be a good fit for you

(Figure 13-7).

Figure 13-7 Seven Factors to Consider When Qualifying Contractors

1. Longevity
How many years has the contractor been in business? Many small

businesses go out of business within the first five years, and contractors

are no different. Thus, when you find a general contractor with five years

of experience, chances are that you’ll be working with a competent busi-

nessperson. For specialized trades and individual workers, look for two

years in the business. There are always exceptions. Marvin is the best full-

time trim carpenter we ever had, and he came to us straight from his

management job at Motorola, where he was not a carpenter. Throughout

his high-tech career he did woodworking as a hobby before coming to

work with us.

290 Stage Four: FIX

Seven Factors to Consider When Qualifying Contractors

1. Longevity How long has the contractor been in business?

2. Licensed and Registered Does the contractor have the appropriate 
  license and registration?

3. Real Estate Investment  Has the contractor worked on real estate 
 Experience investment projects?

4. Insurance Is the contractor properly insured to 
  protect you?

5. Business References Does the contractor have good business 
  relationships?

6. Customer References Does the contractor have satisfied customers?

7. Competitively Priced Did the contractor provide a comprehensive 
  and accurate bid?
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Figure 13-8 Fifteen Key Provisions of a Construction Contract

294 Stage Four: FIX

Fifteen Key Provisions of a Construction Contract
1. Basic Information

– Contract date, start date, and substantial completion date

– Your name, address, and phone numbers

– Contractor’s name, address, and phone numbers

– Address of the job site

– Contractor’s license number or registration number

– Contractor’s tax ID or Social Security number

2. Scope of Work—Describes the project in detail (usually listed in an appendix to the contract).

3. Material Specifications—Details a complete list of materials that will be used (usually listed in an
appendix).

4. Total Cost—Specifies the amount due, including material, labor, and management costs.

5. Proof of Insurance—Requires that the contractor maintain coverage and specifies policy numbers.

6. Not to Exceed—States that the contractor is not to exceed the cost for any of the listed tasks.  
Overruns must be paid for by the contractor.

7. Payment Schedule—Lists the total number of draws and dollar amounts of each that will be paid 
along the way (when and at which milestone).

8. Architectural Drawings and Plans—Provides copies of the originals (usually listed in an appendix).

9. Change Orders—States that you or your contractor has a right to make changes after the contrac
has been signed through separate, individual change-order contracts signed by both parties.

10. Compliance (zoning, permits, inspections)—States that the contractor is responsible for pulling 
permits and complying with state and local ordinances and codes.

11. Cleanup—Designates that the contractor will clean up each day and keep a neat  job site.

12. Mechanics’ Liens—Requires a general contractor to provide you with documented evidence that 
subcontractors have been paid for completed work.  Alternatively, the contractor can provide a 
“release of lien” for the work performed by subcontractors.

13. Warranties—States what is covered and the length of time coverage applies.

14. Dispute Resolution—Specifies how unresolved disputes between you and the contractor will be 
resolved (e.g., arbitration, mediation, etc.).

15. Termination—Gives you the right to terminate the agreement for breach of contract (e.g., due to 
poor workmanship, failure to meet the contract requirements) or for bankruptcy or insolvency.
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A series of experiments was conducted in the 1920s and 1930s at the

Hawthorne Works factory of the Western Electric Company in Chicago to

measure employee productivity. Researchers noted that productivity

increased as a direct result of the participants’ knowledge that they were

part of an experiment. In other words, people performed better when some-

one was watching them and interested in what they were doing. This phe-

nomenon has become known as the Hawthorne effect. Although researchers

go to great lengths to keep it from corrupting their studies, we recommend

that you harness its power to improve the quality of your rehabs.

If you are taking on the responsibility of managing the construction

of an investment property, we recommend that you become a familiar fig-

ure at the construction site. Taking the time to get to know the trades and

what they are doing can go a long way toward keeping a project on track.

Coffee and breakfast tacos don’t hurt either. In this chapter, we’ll cover

methods to help you and your contractors stay on schedule, stay on budget,

and ensure quality (see Figure 14-1). 

Figure 14-1 The Three Main Project Management Goals

Let’s start with the keys to effective project scheduling.

STAY ON SCHEDULE

Managing a construction project is a lot like a police officer directing

traffic through a busy intersection. There’s no exact amount of time that

298 Stage Four: FIX

The Three Main Project Management Goals

1. Stay on Schedule

2. Stay on Budget

3. Ensure Quality
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the officer should allow traffic to move in any direction. The officer con-

tinually assesses the situation and manages the flow so that the highest

number of cars can make it through the intersection with the least

amount of waiting. If the officer does a poor job of managing the inter-

section, collisions can happen. Worse, a collision can cause a pileup that

really delays traffic. 

It’s the same thing with construction project management. Scheduling

trades in the wrong order or before the project is ready for them disrupts

the entire schedule and can result in major delays. The goal in scheduling

is to do everything you can, as soon as you can, but that’s easier said than

done. Figure 14-2 shows the three keys to making that possible. 

Figure 14-2 The Three Keys to Effective Scheduling

SEQUENCE: DO THE WORK IN ORDER

In Chapter 12 we introduced the concept of grouping hundreds of

tasks into fifty manageable steps. Those sequential steps make it easy to

mark the progress in any rehab project. The beginning and end of each

step are milestones that mark the advancement of the project. Using the

HomeFixers Fifty Steps to Rehabbing a House (see page 250) is an effec-

tive way to organize the workflow. 

For example, instead of trying to remember when to install all final

plumbing tasks, including toilets, the kitchen sink, a disposal, shower

heads, the bathroom sinks, and all the faucets, all you have to do is alert

Work the Plan 299

The Three Keys to Effective Scheduling

1. Sequence The order in which work gets done

2. Lead Time The time it takes to start work

3. Duration The time it takes to complete work
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your plumber to start step 40, Final Plumbing, when the prerequisite

steps are completed, as illustrated in Figure 14-3.

Figure 14-3 When to Start Step 40

Since many construction activities can’t start until others are com-

pleted, it’s important to know the order in which things are done and

make sure to do them in that order. In our example, final plumbing is

dependent on vinyl floors, tile, and countertops, and so as soon as those

tasks are done, the plumber can get to work.

Remember, the goal in scheduling is to do everything you can, as

soon as you can. You want to have your radar up, constantly scanning the

project plan, noting when steps are completed, and looking for opportu-

nities to get other steps started. Let’s zero in on stage 5, Finished

Surfaces, to get an idea of what steps can be done at the same time. As

you can see in Figure 14-4, countertops, vinyl floors, and final HVAC can

start as soon as you’re finished painting the interior, step 34.

However, it’s important to understand that rehab projects are very

fluid. If you’re too rigid in your planning, you probably will find yourself

with periods of time when no progress is made on the house, and that

will cost you profit. For example, there’s no reason why step 41, Final

Electrical, cannot start as soon as the walls are painted. However, because

the plumber and the tile setter have to wait for the countertops, we rec-

ommend that the electrician stay out of the kitchen also until the coun-

tertops are installed. In this way, the countertop installer can do the job

300 Stage Four: FIX

Step 36
Countertops

T: Countertop
Specialist

P: 34

Step 37
Tile

T: Tile Setter

P: 36

Step 38
Vinyl Floors

T: Flooring 
Co.

P: 34

Step 39
Final HVAC

T: HVAC 
Contractor

P: 34

Step 40
Final Plumbing

T: Plumber

P: 36, 37, 38

When to Start Step 40
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Figure 14-4 Stage 5: Timeline for Finished Surfaces

Steps
Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Su M T W Th F Sa Su M T W Th F Sa Su M T W Th F Sa
Step 34—Paint Interior & Exterior
Step 35—Blown Insulation
Step 36—Countertops
Step 37—Tile
Step 38—Vinyl Floors
Step 39—Final HVAC
Step 40—Final Plumbing
Step 41—Final Electrical
Step 42—Finish Wood Floors

Stage 5: Timeline for Finished Surfaces
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quickly, and then the tile setter, plumber, and electrician can get started.

It also means that the electrician can (and probably should) be working

on other parts of the house so that when the countertops are done, only

the kitchen electrical work remains.

This is what we call working the plan. A good general contractor will

use his knowledge of construction to keep the project moving. With expe-

rience and knowledge of the construction sequence and dependencies,

you can do that too. 

LEAD TIME: PLAN IT IN ADVANCE

To keep a project moving and maximize your investment profits, you

need to have everything in place for the next step to start as soon as the

previous steps are complete. Lead times, the amount of time it takes

before a task can start, can have a big impact on your schedule. Figure

14-5 shows the three factors that affect lead time.

Figure 14-5 The Three Factors That Affect Lead Time

1. Material Lead Time
Materials can have a long lead time for a variety of reasons. Some

materials are hard to find, such as certain tile selections. Other materials

have to be constructed before they are ready to be installed, such as cab-

inets. The following materials can have long lead times:

302 Stage Four: FIX

The Three Factors That Affect Lead Time
1. Material

Availability
Some materials must be ordered in advance.

2. Labor
Availability

Some crews are often backlogged and need advance 
notice.

3. Paperwork and
Processing Time

Some tasks require paperwork, such as permits, 
to be in place.
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tion plan that is both comprehensive and accurate: Most of the work

needed to stay on budget is done before you write the first check. Let’s

look at how effective planning and execution keeps a project on budget

(Figure 14-6).

Figure 14-6 The Keys to Staying on Budget

PLAN TO STAY ON BUDGET

By the time you get to this stage, you have an improvement plan that

you created to determine your offer. The foundation for this plan was laid

during your must-should-could walkthrough. Next, you developed a

detailed scope of work and material specifications that precisely delin-

eated what work you were going to do and what materials you were going

to buy. Finally, you came up with an accurate cost assessment by getting

bids and estimates from contractors, vendors, and merchants. The result

was a full-blown improvement budget (Figure 14-7).

Why do so many construction projects go over budget? One of 

the main reasons is that not enough attention is focused on ensuring

accuracy and thoroughness during the planning phase. You’ll notice that

in Figure 14-7, all your planning builds up to contractor bids and esti-

mates. If these bids and estimates are not solid and reliable, your plan-

ning is for naught. That is why we recommend that you obtain fixed bids

306 Stage Four: FIX

The Keys to Staying On Budget

20% Great
Execution

80% Effective
Planning
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for as much of the work as possible. A fixed bid is a legally binding con-

tract to perform a defined amount of work at a fixed price. To get the best

bid, you need to present a detailed scope of work and material specifica-

tions (Figure 14-8). 

Figure 14-8 Why a Detailed Scope and Specs Get You the Best Bids

You won’t always be able to get a fixed bid. An example of this would

be the rough work (e.g., demo, framing, and sheetrock repairs). For these

tasks, you will be working off estimates and probably pay the trades by

the hour. With rough work, there’s only so much you can do up front to

Work the Plan 307

1.  Gather initial data from your
Must, Should, Could walkthrough.

2.  Develop a detailed
scope of work and

material specifications.

3. Get
an accurate

cost assessment
from contractor

bids and estimates.

The Process of Developing an Improvement Budget

Figure 14-7 The Process of Developing an Improvement Budget

Why a Detailed Scope and Specs Get You the Best Bids

1. Shows the trades that you completely understand the work to be done.

2. Eliminates ambiguity.

3. Eliminates trades taking liberties with what should be done.

4. Provides for apples-to-apples comparisons among several bids.
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stay on budget. Controlling costs with these types of tasks will require

your attention and management during the execution phase. 

EXECUTE TO STAY ON BUDGET

The difference between what you expect the project to cost and what

it will end up costing will be a direct result of how well you manage the

rough work, labor, scope, and spending. Even a perfectly planned project

can get off track during execution. Your ability to wield a clipboard, a cell

phone, and sometimes even a hammer can make the difference between

a slightly profitable venture and a highly profitable one (Figure 14-9). 

Figure 14-9 Execute to Stay on Budget

308 Stage Four: FIX

FLIPPING POINT

Talk about money before the work starts. Clear up-front communi-
cation about your budget and how you will pay trades (per hour, per
job, per piece, etc.) can prevent misunderstandings down the road.
Don’t pay for labor until you have verified that the work has been
completed to your satisfaction. It’s also a good idea to implement a
payment schedule that carries a penalty if the work extends beyond
the agreed-on completion date.

Execute to Stay on Budget

1. Manage Rough Work

2. Manage Labor

3. Manage Scope

4. Monitor Spending
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of our favorite books, The Reader’s Digest Complete Do-It-Yourself

Manual, and then gradually filling in with personal experience. Figure 14-

11 gives some general pointers that apply to the entire rehab process and

will help you achieve a high-quality outcome.

It’s important never to lose sight of the fact that you are improving a

property for profit. Everything that we have covered in the Fix stage, from

planning the work to working the plan, is designed to protect the poten-

Work the Plan 313

Quality Assurance Checklist: Tiling a Kitchen Backsplash

✔ Countertops must be masked prior to tile work to prevent 
 scratching the countertops.

✔ Outlets and switches must be unscrewed and pulled away from the 
 wall so that they are not “tiled or grouted in.”

✔ Tile must be cut outside the house to prevent covering the interior 
 with tile dust.

✔ Tile should be laid according to design specs, such as straight, at a 
 45-degree angle or in a specified pattern.

✔ Tile must be laid perfectly straight and spacers should be used to 
 ensure grout lines are perfectly even.

✔ The grout must be checked to ensure there are no missing or 
 unfilled areas.

✔ Faceplates should be held up to all outlets and switches to ensure that 
 there are no gaps in the tile or grout around them.

✔ Grout must be thoroughly wiped off the tile before it dries.

✔ All scraps should be removed from the premises (inside and out) once 
 the job is completed.

✔ Excess mortar and grout should never be left on the premises and there 
 should be no mortar or grout residue left on grass, plants, hoses, etc.

✔ There should be no evidence anywhere on the job site (inside or outside) 
 that a tile job was ever done except for the tile work that was performed.

Figure 14-10 Quality Assurance Checklist: Tiling a Kitchen Backsplash
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tial profit you worked so hard to get when finding and buying the house.

When you’ve reached this stage, your vision for the house has become a

reality. What’s left is to turn your hard work into hard cash in the Sell

stage.

314 Stage Four: FIX

Six Tips to Ensure Quality

1. Link payment with performance. Communicate that quality is checked 
 before payment is authorized.  Consider putting a bonus structure in place 
 for consistent, exceptional work over multiple projects.

2. Monitor and measure progress often.  As the saying goes, “inspect what 
 you expect” to ensure that your expectations are being met along the way.

3. Address problems immediately. Quickly raise the red flag if you notice 
 errors, especially if they cannot be fixed later in the process or would be 
 cost or time prohibitive if not addressed right away.

4. Prepare for the work. Just like staying on schedule and on budget, a quality 
 outcome is ensured by a house that is properly prepped and ready for 
 the trades to start work:

✔  Work is clearly defined

✔  Job site is clean

✔ Prerequisite steps are completed

✔ All of the needed materials are on site (trades should work not shop)

5. Manage the rough spots. Intensify your focus on the rough work or work 
 that serves as the foundation for future work.

6. Pay for predictability. Cheaper isn’t always better. When applicable, don’t 
 hesitate to use turnkey trades who will guarantee a good job. Use 
 materials that have a tried and true track record of looking good and 
 being installed easily.

Figure 14-11 Six Tips to Ensure Quality
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When the fix-up is complete, it’s time to sell the house and reap your

reward. Let’s revisit the good decisions you need to make along the way

that will make selling the house a quick and profitable process. The road

to success starts in the Find stage when selecting a target neighborhood

where people want to live. The neighborhood must have good sales activ-

ity, be in a nice location, and in general, have homes that are well cared

for. In the Analyze stage, you must identify improvements that make for

a desirable house in your target area. In addition to spotting everything

that needed to be fixed, you need to select design choices and lifestyle

upgrades that buyers would expect. 

In the Buy stage, you must purchase the house for a price that allows

you to receive a reasonable profit on a quick sale. Even if you have a few

bumps along the way during the Fix stage (one always does), your good

decisions up to that point will keep a quick sale and a nice profit with-

in reach.

Now, in the Sell stage, there are a few final decisions to make before

putting the house on the market. First, you have to decide how you want

to sell the property: by yourself or through your real estate agent.

Second, you need to revisit your eventual selling price to see if it’s still

on target. Third, you should stage the house according to its design level

of basic, standard, designer, or custom so that buyers can visualize the

house not as just a clean renovated house but a place they could call

home (Figure 15-1).

Figure 15-1 Preparing to Sell

328 Stage Five: SELL

Preparing to Sell

1. Decide Who Will Handle the Sale—You or Your Agent

2. Set the Selling Price

3. Stage the House Based on its Design Level
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MANAGING THE SALE

In the Fix stage, we covered the one-call wonders: the specialists who

with one phone call handle all the details of a specific rehab task. When

we call our roofer, he measures the roof, picks up the materials, removes

the old roof, and installs a new one. One call and we’re done.

When it comes to selling the property, your real estate agent can also

be a one-call wonder. They can save you time and hassle as well as make

you more money by getting a higher selling price than you would likely

get on your own. Unless we quickly sell the house before we’ve finished

fixing it up, we always use a real estate agent when selling our invest-

ment properties because it allows us to focus on aspects of flipping houses

in which we can add the most value. But there is a cost associated with

hiring a real estate agent, and we know investors who prefer to save this

money by selling their houses themselves. We’ll cover the basics of each

approach to help you decide which method is best for you (Figure 15-2).

Figure 15-2 Two Ways to Sell an Investment House

HIRING A REAL ESTATE AGENT

A good real estate agent is like a general contractor who manages the

entire process of selling a house. She supervises all the different people

involved in the real estate transaction, making sure that all the paperwork

is done properly and on time and that all the pieces are in place when it’s

time to close on the property. She spends time and money marketing the

house by listing it in the Multiple Listing Service (MLS) and on other Web

Prepare to Sell 329

Two Ways to Sell an Investment House

1. Hire a Real Estate Agent

2. Sell the House Yourself (For Sale By Owner)
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sites, advertising it appropriately and effectively, and working with buy-

ers’ agents to preview and show the house.

Ideally, what you are looking for in a real estate agent is someone

who is familiar with your target neighborhood and regularly works with

people who want to live in that neighborhood. In essence, you want to

hire a real estate agent who has a history of delivering qualified buyers

to houses in your target area.

You and the real estate agent will sign a listing agreement that author-

izes her to market and sell the house and outlines the responsibilities,

terms, and conditions of the agreement. There are three points that you

want to pay close attention to in the listing agreement (Figure 15-3).

Figure 15-3 Key Points of the Listing Agreement

1. Commissions. Commissions are, by law, always negotiable. How-

ever, given the costs of doing business, there will not be a wide

range. Usually, half the commission you pay your agent will actual-

ly go to the agent who brings the buyer. We suggest that in most cir-

cumstances you stick with the local commission structure; you don’t

want to demotivate either your agent or a buyer’s agent by paying a

lower commission than the one on the house down the street. If you

accounted for these fees in the Analyze stage, a real estate commis-

sion won’t keep you from realizing your expected profit. In fact, it

could increase your chances of getting a higher selling price. 

2. Term. A listing agreement usually specifies that your agent will

receive a commission if the house sells within a specified number

330 Stage Five: SELL

Key Points of the Listing Agreement

1. Commissions

2. Term

3. Agent Bonuses
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The next week, the wood floors in the house were sanded and sealed.

After completing the job, her flooring contractor told her that the doors

were locked and that no one should be allowed to enter for twenty-four

hours while the floors dried. He posted signs in English and Spanish that

said “Do not walk on the floors!” and even took the keys to the house just

to be safe. The same day, however, our friend let a couple of contractors

in to work on the tile in another part of the house. She gave them explic-

it instructions to stay off the wood floors, but you can guess what hap-

pened next: When our friend returned the next day, she discovered

footprints and scratches so deep in the sealant that the wood floors had

to be resanded and resealed. 

The moral to this story? First money is best money. A bird in the hand

is worth two in the bush. Pick your favorite cliché as long as you accept

the first legitimate offer. By legitimate offer, we mean a serious one from

a buyer with the ability to close. What you don’t want to do is take the

house off the market immediately for a buyer who may not be qualified

or even very interested. 

Figure 16-1 The Six Considerations of an Offer

You need to do a quick assessment of every offer to verify that the

prospective buyer is considering the house seriously and is financially

capable of buying it. Whether you are thinking about rejecting an offer in

Make the Sale 341

The Six Considerations of an Offer

1. Letter from Lender

2. Quick Inspection Period

3. Not Contingent on the Sale of Another House

4. Short Closing Period

5. Reasonable Down Payment

6. Reasonable Earnest Money
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But again, even if the local market is hot, it is our advice to go with

the first reasonable offer. Backup offers can fall apart just as easily as a

primary offer can. You may find yourself rejecting an offer to accept the

backup only to have it fall through as well. 

In any case, make sure you seek the advice of a real estate agent or

attorney before accepting multiple offers, even back-up offers. When you

sign a contract you must fulfill all the obligations of that contract. A help-

ing hand from a real estate professional can help you avoid accidentally

agreeing to sell your house to two different parties (when you intended

to sell it to one and have the other as a backup). This happens more often

than you might think and sellers often have to pay damages to get out. 

CLOSING THE SALE

Once the contract and earnest money are submitted to the closing

company, it’s time to put the champagne on ice but not yet time to break

out the glasses. Just like buying a house, it’s not over until everyone signs

all the papers. Figure 16-2 shows the five-step process for getting to the

closing table.

Figure 16-2 Five Steps to Closing on the Sale of a House

344 Stage Five: SELL

Five Steps to Closing on the Sale of a House

1. Show a permit paper trail

2. Respond to repair requests

3. Provide a survey

4. Purchase title insurance

5. Request a settlement statement
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able tax savings. So, in the unlikely event that your flip is getting close to

that first year mark from when you bought it, consider delaying closing

until after a year and enjoy a tax break.

If you choose to live in your house while you flip it, a whole new world

of tax savings opens up, but only if you live in the house for two years. If

you are single, you can deduct up to $250,000 in profit from the sale of the

house. Married couples can deduct $500,000. Thus, a married couple pays

taxes only on profits that exceed $500,000, in which case paying taxes isn’t

nearly as painful. You can do this multiple times as long as you have lived

in the house for two of the last five years and you do not sell more than

once every twelve months. In investment circles, the strategy of living in a

house while you fix and flip it is often called ”homesteading.”

Figure 16-3 Tax Scenarios for a $50,000 Profit

Figure 16-3 shows a comparison of the taxes for three flips that had a

$50,000 profit. Tax laws change frequently, so be sure to check with your

accountant for the latest details on calculating the taxes on a flip.

348 Stage Five: SELL

Tax Scenarios for a $50,000 Profit

Scenario
Tax on

$50,000 Profit
Explanation

Flipped in Less than 1 Year  $10,000–$15,000 Varies based on other
income and deductions

Flipped in More than 1 Year,
but didn’t live in it

 $7,500 15% of profit

Lived in the House for 2 Years  $0 Exempt from taxes since
profit less than $250,000
($500,000 if married)
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business. The advantages of having a team become evident when you are

trying to flip houses profitably on a part-time basis. Finding houses is chal-

lenging even for a full-time investor. As a part-time flipper, you’ll want to

devote time to keeping your lead generation activities going. Whether it’s

driving through neighborhoods or sending out regular mailers, consistency

is the key. Hiring a scout can be an inexpensive way to keep your prospect-

ing going while you’re at work. 

When you get to the Fix stage, hiring a general contractor to manage

the job while you’re at work is well worth the extra expense. We think

that good general contractors almost always pay for themselves, espe-

Putting It All Together 361

Strategies for Flipping in Different Market Conditions

Buyer’s Market Seller’s Market
Find Easier than seller’s market.

MLS and foreclosure markets
can be good strategies.

Often difficult. Find houses
before they are publicly for
sale. Scouting for vacant
properties and mailers to
neighborhoods can be
effective.

Analyze Consider extra holding time
and further softening of the
market when estimating the
selling price.

The house may appreciate, but
never count on it when
estimating the eventual
selling price.

Buy Often room for price
negotiations.

Resist the urge to exceed your
maximum offer.

Fix Make the house stand out in
the crowd.

Stay in the neighborhood
norm.

Sell Challenging. Good price,
staging, and marketing are
musts.

Easier than buyer’s market.
Consider listing before it's
even finished.

Figure 17-1 Strategies for Flipping in Different Market Conditions
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